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ABSTRACT 
The Pierre Shale of Campanian and Early Maestrichtian age in 
Bowman County, southwestern North Dakota, has an abundant molluscan 
fauna and 51 species are described herein. The 51 species consist of 
1 species of scaphopod, 13 species in 11 genera of gastropods, 24 species' 
in 17 genera of bivalves, and 13 species in 6 genera of cephalopods. 
The stratigraphy of the Pierre Shale in Bowman County was not 
compiled into a composite section because of the homogeneity of the 
shale, the lack of distinctive lithologic units, and the slumped 
condition of the shale. However, the biostratigraphic position of the 
Bowman County portion of the Pierre was determined by the use of the 
baculites. The Baculites reesidei and questionably, the B. grandis 
B.ange Zones were recognized; but the intervening range zones, B. baculus, 
B. jenseni, and which occur in other areas between ,the 
B. reesidei and B. grandis Zones were not found in Bowman County. 
The compositions of the shale and concretions from the Pierre 
Shale in the area studied were determined by X-ray diffraction and by 
dissolving the samples in dilute HCl. The shale has a composition that 
remains constant throughout the area. The composition of the concretions 
is slightly variable. The main constituents of the concretions and 
shale are clay minerals, quartz, and calcite. There are minor traces 
(less than 2 per cent) of gypsum, potassium feldspar, plagioclase, and 
pyrite in both the shale and concretions. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Purpose.--This study wa.s underta.ken to collect, describe, and 
illustrate the molluscan fauna of the Pierre Shale of Bowman County, 
North Dakota, and to bring up to date the taxonomic nomenclature of the 
mollusks. An attempt was made to study the stratigraphy of the Pierre 
Sha.le using li thologic and biostratigraphic methods. 
Location of study area.--The study area is in western Bowman 
County in the extreme southwestern corner of North Dakota (Figure 1). 
K."l.own locally as 11 the gumbo, 11 the a.re a. of the outcrop of the Pierre 
Shale covers about 65 square miles and is typified by low, rolling, 
barren hills. The low annual rain.fall (8 to 10 inches) and tight, clayey 
soil makes agriculture in this area economically risky. The area is 
also nearly worthless as grazing land because only salt sage, foxtail, 
and prickly pear grow well and these plants occur only in the-slightly 
sandier gullies. Bunch gra.ss and little blue stem grow in a few isolated 
areas. Juniper trees are also found in several places, usually on well 
drained sandy slopes. 
Exposure of the Pierre Shale in this area is the result of erosion 
of the Cedar Creek Anticline which occurs in extreme southwestern North 
Dakota. The asymmetrical anticline is approximately 6 miles wide and 
extends toward the northwest about 75 miles to a location about 10 miles 
south of Glendive, Montana, According to Bishop (1965, P· 91) the 
l 
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southwest flank of the anticline is steeply dipping (26°) and the north-
east flank is gently dipping (2°). 
The area is drained by the Little Missouri River which cuts the 
southeastern tip of the anticline. Little Beaver Creek, which originates 
in southern Montana, cuts the anticline normal to its axis and empties 
into the Little Missouri River just south of Marmarth, North Dakota. 
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Figure 1. --Map of contact -oetween the Pierre Shale and Fox 
Hills Formation shewing collecting localities in western Bowman 
County, 'North Dakota 
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PREVIOUS WORK 
Stratigraphy and paleontology.--Prior to 1853, Upper Cretaceous 
fossils were noted in the upper Missouri area but no attempt was made 
to sort out the stratigraphy of that area (Meek, 1876, p. xxii). In 
1853, F. B. Meek, assisted by F. V. Hayden) was sent by James Rall, 
State Geologist of New York, to the Nebraska Territory (White River 
Badlands) to collect Tertiary vertebrate remains, While in the Territo~ 
Meek and Hayden collected Cretaceous invertebrate fossils between Fort 
Pierre and Om.aha. Later, these and other invertebrate fossils were 
described and figured in various publications of the Philadelphia Academ~ 
of Natural Science (Hall and Meek, 1854; Meek and Hayden, 1856a, 1856b, 
1856c, 1856d, 1857, 1860, and 1862). 
The trip to the Nebraska Territory was Meek 1 s only trip but 
Hayden made many subse~uent ones (Waage, 1968, p~ 22). Hayden had the 
role of field man and collector and Meek was the paleontologist and 
advisor in what Waage (1968, p. 22) called an 11apparently untroubled 
collaboration. 11 Waage (1968, p. 23-26) gave an excellent discussion of 
Hayden's trips to the territories accompanying various expeditions of thE 
Army Topographical Engineers. 
Meek' s classic monograph, 11The Invertebrate Cretaceous and 
Tertiary Fossils of the Upper Missouri Country, 11 was published in 1876 
and descriqed and figured the fossils collected in the upper Missouri 
area. The work was originally intended to have accompanied Lieutenent 
5 
G. K. Warren's final reports of the expeditions of the Army Topographical 
Engineers, but Congress turned down the appropriation for the geology 
and paleontology report (Meek, 1876, p. xix-xx). Because of the reluc-
tance of agencies to fund the monograph, the work was put off until 
1872 when it was decided that the United States Geologic,a.J. Survey of the 
territories should publish the work at government expense. The contracts 
for lithographing the plates were let in 1872 a.nd the text was finished 
in 1876. 
Hall and Meek (1854, p. 405) made a very generalized section 
of the stratigraphy below Fort Pierre and estimated the thickness of 
the formations. Meek (1876, xxiv-xxv) modified this section and described 
the lithologies of the formations more thoroughly. Meek considered the 
Pierre Formation the most important of the 5 Cretaceous formations . 
because of its great thickness, long geological range, and well-preserved 
fossils. 
Little work has been done on the Pierre Shale in North Dakota 
and almost none has been done in Bowman County. Leonard (1908, p. 42-43) 
first noted the Pierre Shale in Bowman County and stated tha.t he believed 
it covered 5 or 6 square miles along Little Beaver Creek. Along with 
his remarks on the outcrop, he ga~e a faunal list of fossils collected. 
W.R. Calvert (1910, p. 192) recognized the existence of an 
anticline in the area and named the Cedar Creek Anticline in 1910. He 
estimated (p. 193) that not more than JOO feet of Pierre Shale is exposed. 
Hares (1926) mapped the Pierre Shale in Bowman County and used 
his collection and Leonard's collection from Little Beaver Creek for a 
faunal list. 
A map of the southeast half of the anticline was made by Dobbin 
lR 
and Larsen in 1934. This map was modified for the locality map used in 
this paper. The writer checked some of the contacts in the field and 
by aerial photographs and agrees with their interpretation. 
Bishop (1965) discussed the stratigraphy of the Cedar Creek 
Anticline and gave a faunal list made from collections at 1113 Dome" and 
Gas City Dome northwest of Baker, Montana. 
STRATIGRAPHY 
Introduction.--The Pierre Shale of Campanian and Early 
Maestrichtian age was named for exposures at old Fort Pierre in either 
Stanley or Hughes County, South Dakota (Keroher, 1966, p. 3014), and 
it occurs in North Dakota, South Dakota, eastern Colorado, western 
Minnesota, eastern Wyoming and Montana. 
The Pierre Shale is conformably overlain by the Fox Hills Forma-
tion. In some areas, Red Bird, Wyoming, for example, the Pierre Shale 
is over 3000 feet thick (Gill and Cobban, 1966, p. A5). 
Lithology.-"':'The Pier~e Shale in Bowman County is a. fairly 
homogeneous medium gray (N4, according to Goddard, and others, 1948, 
which was throughout the study as a standard reference for color), non-
calcareous shale that occurs in blocks when fresh and weathers to medium 
light gray (N6) chips. There is a reddish brown iron stain on some of 
the shale and in some areas the shale has a yellow stain that appears 
to be caused by jarosite. 
X-ray diffraction showed the composition of the shale to be 8 
parts per 10 clay minerals (montmorillianite, kaolinite, and illite), 2 
parts per 10 quartz, and having a trace (approximately 5 per cent) of 
calcite. Minor traces (less than 2 per cent) of gyps~m, pyrite, 
potassium feldspar, and plagioclase were also noted. 
Weathered slopes of Pierre Shale are nearly covered with selenite 
7 
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were £'01.:u.1.c in "" low area C:cce:,: ( 
I:i sever&l places (localities 69-7J 69-8., and 69-j_5) barite crys-cals 
were folL~d on gully floors. 
Bentonite layers, as repor~ed r.·-- · ... -, c-9"/' ul.J....L ar:a t..:oooan J.. OD> p. 
A51, A61, and A62) at the Red Bi::-d section in Wyoming, Searight (1937, 
p. 51.i.) a..'1.d Waage (1968., p. 50) in central South Dakota,, and Robinson, 
Maple, and Cobban (1959, p. 101) in western South Dakota, are almost 
wholly absent in the Pierre Shale in Bowman County. A bentonite layer 
was found at locality 69...:15; there the dip was toward the axis o.f the 
anticline indicating occurrence of the bentonite in a slump block at 
this locality. 
Throughout the Pierre Shale are concretions that are light gray 
(N?) to dark gray (N3) on a fresh surface weathering to a grayish yellow 
( 8/1..;). The composition of these concretions varies from 7 to 9 
parts per 10 of quartz, and have traces (approximately 5 per cent) or 
rnirwr traces (less than 2 per cent) of clay (Table 1). 
Tnere seems to be four tYPes of concretions., based on appearance 
(size> color and occurrence of fossils), the Pierre Shale. This 
difi'erentiation into types seems useful to the palecntologist in th.e 
field for it allows him to predict in advance of dissection, the presence 
of fossils, although it may not be a meaningful classification to aid 
considering origin of the concretions. The lithology varies from. 
concretion to concretion but does not seem to vary from type to type. 
They occur in place or may be found occurring as float. 
One type is the small (2-8 inches in diameter), dense, medium 
light gray (N6), calcareous concretion that may or may not 'be ba::.--ren. 
q 
The conc;.:-etions of this type that contained fossils contained either 
a. small ba.culite or scaphitid or many specimens of the small bivalve, 
Eriphylop3is. 
The second type of concretion is the large ellipsoidal, barren, 
calcareous, concretion. This type is dark gray (N3) on a fresh surface and 
weathers to a grayish brown (lOYR 7 /4). The concretions may be up to 10 
feet on the long a.xis and 3 or 4 feet on the short a.xis and may be either 
massive or septa.rian in nature with the cracks filled with calcite or 
golden barite. 
The third type of concretion is ellipsoidal, medium to large (.3-4 
feet on long a.xis and 1-2 feet on short axis), and contains Inoceramus in 
great abundance. Eutrephocera.s and Hoploscaphites are usually found in 
these concretions along with some of the larger gastropods. The preser-
vation in these concretions is poor and the fossils are usually crushed 
but some identifiable specimens may be extracted with great care by the 
patient collector. The lithology of these concretions is similar to the 
lithology of the second type of concretion. 
The fourth type of concretion is small (from several inches to about 
1~ feet in diameter) and contains a diversified fauna. Hoplosca.phites is 
usually the dominant cephalopod in this type of concretion occurring with 
a few immature ba.culites. These concretions usually contain a large 
number of gastropods. Removal of the gastropods is difficult, but care 
ai.~d patience will be rewarded with some prime specimens. The lithology 
varies from concretion to concretion. Some of these small concretions are 
calcareous, and light gray in color. The dark gray (NJ) concretions usually 
emit a hydrogen sulfide odor when struck a glancing blow with a hammer. 
The light gray concretions weather to a light gray color and the black 
10 
concretions weather to a grayish-yellow color. 
TABLE 1.--Composition in parts per 10 of concretions and shale samples 
from the Pierre Shale as determined by X-ray diffraction 
methods (T = approx. 5%, M = less than 2%) 
Locality 
Composition 
Quartz Calcite Clay Minerals 
Shale: 69-9a, 40' above 
Little Beaver Creek 2 T 8 
Shale: 69-9a, 38 1 above 
Little Bea.ver Creek 2 T 8 
Sha.le: 69-9a., J6 1 above 
Little Beaver Creek 2 T 8 
Shale: 69-9a, 34 1 above 
Little Beaver Cree,k 2 T 8 
Shale: 69-9a, 32 1 above 
Little Beaver Creek 2 T 8 
Shale: 69-9a, 20' above 
Little Beaver Creek 2 T 8 
Shale: 69-9a, 101 above 
Little Beaver Creek 2 T 8 
Shale: 69-8 2 T 8 
Shale: 69-13 2 T 8 
·Concretion: 69-9a, 
in place 3 7 M 
Barren concretion: 69-9a, 
in place 2 8 M 
Barren concretion: 69-9a, 
in place 3 7 M 
Concretion: 69-12, float 1 9 M 
Concretion: 69-6, float 2 8 M 
Concretion.: 69-10, float 3 7 T 
Concretion: 69-13, float· 2 8 T 
Concretion: 69-9c, !loat. 3 7 T 
TABLE 1.--Contiriued 
Locality 
Concretion: Pine Unit, 
Montana 
Concretion: Pine Unit, 
Montana 
Concretion: Fox Hills Fm. 
South Dakota 
11 
Quartz 
1 
l 
1 
Composition 
Calcite Clay Minerals 
9 M 
9 M 
6 3 
The origin of concretions in the Pierre Shale and other formations 
has· long been studied. Several explanations of the origin of the concre-
tions have been presented. One of these revolves about the origin of 
calcium carbonate cement of the concretions. It is known that deposition 
of calcium carbonate is controlled by equilibrium changes in pH, tempera-
ture, pressure, and concentration of co2 • Solubility of Caco3 increases 
as temperature rises,. pressure increases or pH decreases. Organic 
activity flourishes in water approximately saturated in Caco3 where, if 
only a minor change in pH would occur by removal of co2 (by algae., for 
instance), precipitation of calcium carbonate would occur (Krauskopf, 
1967, p. 54). 
Berner (1968, p~ 195) noted that one possible origin is that 
dead and decaying organisms set up a field of disequilibrium and caco3 
is precipitated from the sea water in the vicinity of the decaying 
organism, but he (p. 195) suggested a second possibility that ca++ is 
not precipitated as Caco3 but as "calcium soaps in the presence of free 
fatty acid·" that is later converted to calcium carbonate. Neither of 
these explanations explains the existence of barren concretions and the 
occurrence of fossils in the shale near the concretions ·but not in them. 
J?.. 
A third explanation is that the concretions were formed as mud 
balls that picked up shells as they were rolled around by wave action 
(Feldmann, 1963, p. 21). This does not seem to explain adequately the 
lack of structure in the. concretions nor the excellently preserved fossils 
found in some concretions. Also, the Pierre Shale represents a low energy 
depositional environment~ and wave action of this type of environment 
could not possibly have moved the very large concretions that have been 
found. 
A ~ourth explanation is tha.t the only animals preserved were 
the ones that just happened to be in the vicinity of Caco3 precipitation 
and fossils not in the vicinity of Caco3 deposition were leached out 
(Feldmann, 1963, p. 21). This does not explain the occurrence of fossils 
found in the shale outside of concretions, as mentioned above. 
The concretions examined by the writer showed no evidence of 
structure of any kind. This ma.y indicate that the concretions were 
formed before burial in the shale or were very early diagenetic. Differ-
ences in the shale and concretions from different localities may not 
lie in the quartz-calcite-clay content but in the types and amounts of 
trace materials. The mechanism used for formation of the concretions 
will have to be .further examined using techniques beyond the scope of 
this paper. 
X-ray mineralogical methocls. --Samples of shale and concretions are 
carefully collected at several localities and prepared in the laboratory 
for X-ray examination. The samples were ground and then glycolated for 
24 hours at 700 C. The glycolated samples were then compressed Lvito 
pellets with a pressure of 7 tons psi in order to orient the clays for 
. zr~- C 
opti:nurn. 
i:'he X-r:::...y gen.erator used ::~as a. 
per r:1in1,;..te i-Jas ri;.n. 11itl1 a 
The circuit 
set at 2 x 103 counts per second (technique mod'ified from Karr.er, 1968, 
p. 45). 
Minerals in the shale and concretions were determined by X-ray 
diffraction rne1.hods. Qualitative analysis was a.ccomplished by usi.YJ.g a 
table of factors (Table 2) modified from Schultz (1964, p. C2). 
TABLE 2 .--Factors for X-ray qualitative interpretation cf mL'lerc:.ls in 
the Pierre Shale;) Bowman Cou."lty 
(Modified from Schultz> 1964, p. C2) 
I-'2-agioclase 
I{-Feldspar 
Ca.lcite 
Gy9s11.m 
Ja:;.~osite 
te 
Clay H:i..nerals 
Peak position in 
20 (CuK;;:.;. radiation) 
26.6 
28.0 
27,5 
29 .4 
11.6 
29.1 
33.l 
19.9 
34.6 
61.9 
Because clay from the Pierre Sha.le is usually mixed with other 
mir.era.2.s) total clay percentage was determined by the method described by 
Sc'n"1 +.z (-· 90,,.l. .,.., r.r) 
"'-'- V ..L 4:, J::-' • V-;} • For ex.araple, an· almost pure bento:r1i te sample w&.s 
run a~d only a quartz peak was observed other than the 3 to~a: clay 
The intensity of tte quartz peak was then compared to the quartz neak of 
a pure sample of quartz and the ar;,ou.."l.t of· quartz i~1. th0 bentor1i te w:.:.;;.; 
t h ~ 01~ the q-u,artz was l~ per cent ttis ,..e percenus.ge ,,, _ 
meant that the bentonite was 85 per cent total clay and the intensity of 
the total clay peak was then calculated to 100 per cent. The intensity 
of 100 per cent clay was divided into inc.rements of 10 per cent and then 
compared to Pierre Shale peaks. 
Per cent of calcite was determined by dissolving a carefully 
weighed sample in dilute HCl and centrifuging it after all effervescence 
ceased. The sample was then washed and centrifuged again. After the 
washing, the sample was dried and weighed and the per cent of calcite 
was then computed using the difference of the 2 weights. When determining 
the per cent of calcite in concretions, care was taken to get a sample 
of the matrix since it was assumed that the foss~ls were 100 per cent 
calcite~ 
The data obtained by X-ray diffraction was adjusted to parts 
per 10 because it was felt that the quantitative measurements used were 
no more accurate than 1 in 10 parts. Data less than 1 part per 10 are 
noted as T (for trace, about 5 per cent) and M (for minor trace, less 
than 2 per cent). 
Pierre-Fox Hills contact.--The contact between the Pierre Shale 
and the Fox Hills Formation is a gradational change from a fine silty 
clay shale of the upper Pierre Shale to the sandy silty clay and shaley 
silt of the Fox Hills (Waage, 1961, p. 232). 
The problem of placing the. contact was first discussed by Meek 
(1876, p. xxxv) who noted fossils from each formation were "mingled" 
in the same beds. Meek (1876, p. xxxv) mentioned that some geologists 
of the time were considering including the Fox Hills in the upper Pierre 
Shale, but it was his opinion that since the Fox Hills Formation and the 
16 
Pierre Shale represented 2 different depositional environments each should 
therefore be considered as separate entities. He placed (1976, p. xx.xvi) 
the contact "where we find evidence of the most marked change of physical 
conditions. 11 
Fisher (1952, p. 9) placed the contact 2 feet above concretions 
in a zone of yellow buff silty clay which is found above the uppermost 
11bentonite 11 in south-central North Dakota.. Cvancara (1956, p. 9) 
concurred and noted that the faunas of the Pierre and Fox Hills Formations 
should be somewhat similar. Cvancara tabulated 18 species of gastropods 
common to both formations. 
Waage (1961, p. 232-233) placed the contact below a basal 
jarosite layer that occurred in pods and lenses ·in the Trail City Member 
of the Fox Hills Formation in central South Dakota and Wyoming. Waage 
(1968, p. 57) cautioned the reader not to rely on the ba.saljarosite as 
it is not continuous and not very widespread. He suggested that to 
make a positive identification of. the contact, one must be familiar 
with the whole sequence to avoid placing the contact at a jarosite 
layer higher in the section. 
No pods or layers of jarosite were noted in the area studied, 
but at several localities shale was slightly stained with a yellow 
material believed to be jarosite. If further investigation shows the 
jarosite layer, it m.a.y be the cause of staining. Jarosit~ did not show 
up by the X-ray diffraction methods used, but this may be attributed to 
the oossibility of not having enough jarosite in the sample. 
In the Pine Unit south of Glendive, Montana, a jarosite layer 
was observed near the top of the Pierre Shale and may prove to be the 
lower jarosite layer Waage described. 
1 ft, 
Gill and Cobban (1966, p. A19), working at the Red Bird section 
in Wyoming, placed the Pierre-Fox Hills contact at the b~se of 1.2 foot 
bentonite layer that is overlain by a 13 foot medium greenish-gray 
glauconite sandstone. 
Correlation.--As mentioned earlier, the detailed stratigraphy 
of the Pierre Shale in Bowman County has not been worked out. An attempt 
was made to compile a composite section of the exposed Pierre, but the 
lack of exposed concretion layers, the absence of changes in the 
lithology, and the badly slumped conditions made it too difficult to 
accomplish in the time the writer was in the field. 
The Pierre Shale in Bowman County may be laterally gra.dational 
with the Elk Butte Member (Searight, 1937) to the east in central North 
Dakota and central South Dakota or with an unnamed shale member (Gill 
and Cobban, 1966) to the south in Wyoming. The Elk Butte Member is a 
noncalcareous gray shale that lies above the gray calcareous Mobridge 
Member in central South Dakota. The unnamed shale, as Gill and Cobban 
(1966, p. A19) describe it crops out in Wyoming and is a noncalcareous 
clay, 615 feet thick. 
An excellent yorrelation fence diagram can be seen in Gill and 
Cobba....'1's paper (1966, pl~ 3). The fence diagram tha.t they presented has 
as control a section northwest of Bowman County in Wibaux County, Montana, 
which is connected with a section in Burleigh CotllltY, North Dakota., and 
one in Zeibach County, South Dakota. This diagram may be used to inter-
polate the section in Bowman County; but, of course, this is only an 
estimate and further work must be done with the stratigraphy in Bowman 
County to verify their correlations. 
-~·-~---------------
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Because 'of the badly slumped condition of the Pierre in Bowman 
County, the writer used fossil range zones as a means of correlation 
(Figure 2). The range zones of several species of baculites were first 
determined by Cobbart (1951, p. 817). The baculites designated as index 
fossils of the range zones in the upper Montana Group were, from oldest 
to youngest, Baculites gregoryensis, B. compressus, and B. grandis. In 
1952, Cobban and Reeside (p. 1020) designated B. baculus as an index 
fossil for a range between B. compressus and B •. grandis. In 1958, Cob ban 
(p. 660) described B. eliasi which has a range zone between B. compressus 
and B. baculus. Further investigation of the baculites and their range 
zones by Cobban (1962, p.·126) showed that there were baculites with 
compressus-like sutures in range zones between B. compressus s. s. and 
B. eliasi. From oldest to youngest, they are; B. cuneatus, B. reesidei, 
and B. jenseni. A discussion of the B. reesidei through B. grandis 
Range Zones can be found in Gill and Cobban 1 s paper (1968, pp. A32-A34). 
The Pierre Shale in Bowman County may extend into the B. grandis 
Range Zone. A baculite identified as B. grandis? was found in what 
looked like a typical Pierre concretion that occurred as float a.t locality 
69-10. Inoceramus fibrosus, a fragile species with a nacreous shell, 
was also found here. I. fibrosus ranges from the base of the B. baculus 
Zone to the top of the B. grandis Zone. 
Baculites baculus was not found in Bowman County at any collecting 
locality, but a specimen that had similarities to the baculite, B. baculus, 
was found in place below concretions containing Inocera.mus bara.bini, 
Hoploscaphites brevis, and H. quadrangularis. These latter 3 species do 
not extend into the Baculites baculus Zone according to Cobban and 
Reeside (1952, p. 1020):, but Gill and Cobban (1966, P· A3) reported 
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a baculite similar to B. baculus almost at the base of the B. eliasi 
Zone. 
Small baculites, which may be immature forms of B. compressus 
s. 1., were found in place in a concretion that also contained 
Hoploscanhites brevis and H. quadrangularis. The forms have a compressed 
outline and a suture pattern similar to that of B. compressus s. 1. 
No specimens were found in the study area that had any similarity 
to B. jenseni or B. eliasi but this does not mean the zones are not, 
represented. A more systematic collection of the baculites in Bov.rm.an 
County may reveal the zones that seem to be.absent. 
Many concretions were found as float and at locality 69-12. 
They contained B. reesidei preserved in them; one concretion had the 
small, ornate Placenticeras intercalare. This indicated to the writer 
that the concretions in this area. were from the.B. reesidei Zone. 
Exposures along the Little Missouri River yielded many ~roken 
and weathered specimens of Placenticeras meeki and Baculites reesidei. 
Also, the large inoceramid herein described as Inoceramus sp. A was found 
in place with the ammonites. These exposures can be positively identified 
as being in the Baculites reesidei Zone. 
This evidence indicates to .the writer that the exposures of 
Pierre Shale in Bowman County range from the top of the B. reesidei 
Zone to the B. grandis Zone. 
PALEOECOLOGY 
Introduction.--Paleoecological interpretation of the Pierre 
Shale is limited because of the slum.ping and difficulty of collecting 
specimens in place. A systematic collection of fossils was almost 
impossible in the shorttime the writer was in the field. Paleoecology 
in this report will be dealt with only superficially, as any conclusions 
made from the sketchy collecting would be presumptuous. 
In late Campanian time the last advance of the Cretaceous sea 
took place. Reeside (1957, pp. 505-506) described the advance and· 
retreat of the sea in Campanian and Maestrichtian time. 
In the middle Campanian the sea expanded greatly., and the 
deposits were mostly rather barren black muds. In the early part 
of the late Campanian filling of the seaway or a shallowing in the 
west carried sands well out toward the east, and a varied fauna, 
mostly immigrant from the south, appeared in the east. In the 
latest Campanian the seas agaL'1. expanded westward, and a varied 
fauna existed., marked particularly by aberrant ammonites.. Mild 
volcanic activity to the west continued through the Campanian. 
In Maestrichtian time the sea began its final withdrawal., and 
the western shore line moved eastward until eventually only a small 
area of sand deposition was left. The fauna included both southern 
and endemic forms. Finally nonmarine conditions prevailed over the 
entire Interior Region. 
Gill and Cobban (1966, p. A38) conclude·d that the epeiric seas 
were quite shallow and the bottom was in motion most of the time. They 
presented for their evidence the fact that there are abundant inocer~ds 
a..~d bryozoans, 2 forms that must have required an aereated bottom, and 
the fact that present-day bivalves as large as Inoceramus do not live 
in deep water. Also, they noted that the unglaucanized fecal pellets 
indicate shallow depth. 
Worm burrows.--Several baculites found in the area studied had 
decalcified burrows on interior molds of the body chamber. These burrows 
were similar to ones described by Gill and Cobban (1966, p. A23; pl. 8, 
fig. 7; pl. 6, fig. 2; pl. 5, figs. 1-4) as worm burrows on interior 
molds of some baculites found at the Red Bird section. Many specimens 
of Baculites and a large form of Hoploscaphites from south of Glendive, 
Montana, also had worm burrows. 
Corals.--No corals were fou..~d in Bowman County, but a colony of 
what appeared to be a favositoid coral was found in the Pierre Shale 
south of Glendive, Montana, on the Gas City Dome. The lack of corals 
can probably be attributed to the fairly rapid sedimentation and 
turbidity which is not conducive to coral growth. 
Echinoids.--No echinoids were found by the writer in the area 
studied, but Holla..~d and Feldmann (1963, pp~ 85-86) reported 7 specimens 
found in the upper Pierre Shale along Little Beaver Creek. 
Crustaceans.--Several specimens of crabs were found in concretions 
from locality 69-12. It is uncertain if the specimens are more than 1 
species of crab. The specimens of the crabs, which occur as molds, are 
well preserved a..~d should be the subject of a future study. 
Vertebrates.--Vertebrates found were fish scales in concretions 
and l shark tooth found as float. 
Mollusks.--Mollusks are by far the most abundant group of fossils 
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and of this group Inoceramus and Baculites are the most co~~non genera. 
One species of scaphopod, 13 species of gastropods., 24 species of 
bivalves and 13 species of cephalopods were found in the area studied 
(Table 3). 
The most common cephalopod, other than the baculites., are the 
scaphitids. Hoploscaphites was found at every locality where collections 
were made. Placenticeras meeki wa.s common in the Baculites reesidei 
Zone along the banks of the Little Missouri River but was almost 
uncollectable because of the badly weathered condition of the concretions. 
The loosely coiled cephalopods, Solenoceras and Exiteloceras, were 
rare and usually in poor condition. Eutrephoceras is common but also 
:in poor condition and may be passed up as a badly broken inoceramid. 
Bivalves such as Modiolus, Limopsis, Malletia, Protocardia., 
and Eriphylopsis are common in the concretions. Limopsis or Protocardia 
may be found as the sole fossil in some concretions. 
Eusnira obliquata and Drepanochilus were the most common gastropods 
in the small dense, dark gray concretions but were never foun~ in the 
large Inoceramus concretions. Vanikoropsis was conspicuously absent 
in Bowman County, but several specimens were found near Glendive, Montana. 
Some specimens of Limopsis and Protocardia found in the area 
studied had borings that were naticid-like in that the holes were 
tapered or cylindrically countersunk as described by Sohl (1969, P• 732). 
The most common naticid in the Pierre Shale in Bowman County is Euspira 
obliauata which moved around below the water-sediment :interface preying 
on bivalves (Sohl, 1967, p. B4) and may have been the predator responsibl~ 
for· the borings. 
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PALEONTOLOGICAL MEI'HODS 
Collection and processing.--Ideally, fossils should be 
collected from an undisturbed section, but the badly slumped condition 
of the Pierre Shale outcrops in Bowman County made this impossible. 
Only 2 localities (69-9 and 69-8) afforded the opportunity to collect 
fossils in place in an undisturbed section. At all other collecting 
localities, concretions occurring as float were collected. 
Locality 69-9 on the east bank of Little Bea~er Creek was 
divided into 3 sublocalities, 69-9a, 69-9b, and 69-9c. Locality 69-9a. 
was a definite concretion horizon 42 feet above Little Beaver Creek 
on a large slump block of Pierre Shale. Locality 69-9b was the shale 
. 
bank of the creek directly below the concretionary horizon. The exact 
relationship of this lower pa.rt of the section to the concretionary 
horizon above it and to the slumping in the whole area is not clear. 
Locality 69-9c extended along the east bank of the creek to the north 
of the previously mentioned 2 sublocalities where concretions occurred 
as float. 
Concretions occurring as float were also collected from the 
gullies and washes, along dry creeks, and along the Little Missouri 
River. 
Many large concretions were broken in the field with a sledge 
ha~mer and the freed fossils were collected along with any fossiliferous 
fragments of concretions. Some ·of the small dense concretions were 
Jtl 
brought back to the laboratory where they were examined and the fossils 
were removed. Small fossils collected in the field were packed in vials 
and cushioned with cotton wadding. Broken fossils were repaired in the 
field with model airplane cement or sprayed with plastic. The small, 
fragile fossils taken from the shale were sprayed with plastic while the 
clay was still wet to prevent cracks formed by dessication from breaking 
the fossils. 
Removal from the matrix was accomplished by various means. 
Brea.king away matrix with a ha.mmer and chisel and pliers wa.s used for the 
laxger fossils. The smaller specimens were separated from the matrix 
and cleaned by using an Airdent abrasive unit and an Emesco table top 
dental drill. DiluteHCl was not used because the composition of the 
fossil shell'material was close to that of the matrix. 
Shale adhering to the small fossils collected from the shale 
banks was removed by soaking the material in a dilute Na.OH solution and 
placing the beaker of the material and Na.OH solution in a Bendix sonic 
cleaner. After the fossils were cleaned, the clay.was washed away and 
the fossils were examined. 
The fossils were coated with ammonium chloride and photographed 
with a Leitz 4 x 511 camera mounted on an Aristophot table top stand. 
The original photographs were made on Contrast Process Ortho film and 
printed on Koda.bromide paper. These glossy prints were assembled onto 
original cardboard plates, photographed with an 8 x 1011 Calumet camera 
on Commercial film, and printed on Ad-type paper for inclusion herein, 
SYSTE.\1AT.IC PALEONTOLOGY 
Suprageneric names used in the systematic paleo~tology are taken 
from Sohl (1960, 196ua, 1964b,·and 1967) for the gastropods Cox (1969) 
for the bivalves, Arkell (1957) for the cephalopods, and Lubbock (1960) 
for the scaphopod. Geologic ranges of each genus, herein noted as 
Generic Range, are according to the Treatise. The generic ranges of 
the Gastropods are according to Sohl (1960, 196ua, 1964b, and 1967) .. 
The gastropod synonymies in the works by Sohl (cited above) were 
checked and accepted by the writer. Thus, earlier synonyms can be found 
oy consulting the latest work by Sohl cited for a particular species. 
All synonymies for species without a reference to works by Sohl are 
original with the writer and are as complete as he could make them. 
Catalogue numbers in the University of North Dakota 
paleontol9gical collection are referred t? as UND Cat. No.----. All 
abbreviations that·are used are defined below and illustrated in Figure 
J. 
Scaphopods 
GD Greatest diameter of shell. 
L Length. 
Gastropods 
H Height of total shell. 
HB Height of body whorl. 
~.JJ Greatest diameter of shell (no specimens had flaring 
lips). 
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Philadelphia Proc. v. 8, p. 69. 
Dentalium gracile Hall and Meek. Meek 1876, U.S. Geol. Survey Terr. 
Rept., v. 9, p. 226., pl. 18, figs. 13a-d; Whitfield, 1880, in 
Newton and Jenney, p. 438, pl.. 12, fig. 6; Shimer and Shrock, 
1944, p. 253, pl. 214, figs. 8-10. 
Description.--Shell slender, tubular, very gradually and 
regularly tapering throughout, circular in a. transverse section 
and moderately thick; very geherally arcuate from end to end, the 
degree of flexure in the 1 length of one L.~ch, measured on the 
concave side., being less than a sixteenth of an inch. 
Surface of the shell marked by fine rather deep, longitudinal 
flutings of varying width, with the ridges between very slightly 
flattened on the surfaces; the whole crossed by extremely fine 
transverse striae of growth; indicating the inner side of the 
apertural margin as the longest. Inner surface of the tube smooth 
(Whitfield, 1880, pp. 438-439). 
Materials.--Three nearly complete specimens and numeroµs 
fragments. 
Remarks.--Dentalium gracile is related to D. vaughani that occurs 
in the Neylandville Marl of Texas (Stephenson, 1941, p. 252) but 
gracile is larger and the ribs become obsolete near the large end of the 
scaphopod. 
D. gracile is very common in the concretions and occurs with 
all the gastropods. It has been found in the shale but is usually 
broken or crushed. 
Measurements.--L. 22.9 mm; GD, 3.2 mm. 
HyPot;rpe.--UND Cat. No. 13292. 
Localities and stratigraphic position.--In place at 69-9a and 
69-9b probably from the Baculites reesidei Zone:• 69-8, 6979c, and 69-12, 
concretions occurring as float. 
Remarks.--Even though the ~pecimens found in Bowman County are 
smaller than Meekts (1876, p. 284), they conform closely with his 
description of O. concinna. Meek based his original description on 
specimens found on Sage Creek in the Pierre Shale and expanded his des-
criptions using specimens from the Fox Hills Formation. Sohl (1967, 
p. BJ4, pl. 8, figs. J-6) figured a specimen that, too, was from the 
Fox Hills near Wakpala, South Dakota. 
Measurements.--H, 3.5 mm; MD, 3.4 mm. 
HYPotYPe.--OND Cat. No. 13290. 
Localities and strati~ra.phic position.--69-9a, probably Baculites 
reesidei Zone; 69-12, probably B. reesidei Zone. 
Superfamily PHILINACEA 
Family ACTEOCINIDAE 
Genus Cylichna Loven, 1846 
TYPe species (by subsequent designation, Herrmannson, 1842, p. 
42).--Bulla cylindracea Pennant, 1877. 
Generic description.--Small slender cylindrical shells. Spire 
invoulute, apically truncate, and perforate in early stages. 
Surface smooth or with narrow but expanding to a rounded anterior 
end; columeilar lip with low fold (Sohl,. 1964, p. 299). 
Remarks.--Sohl (1964, pp& 297-299) questioned the assignment 
of fossil specimens to Cvlichna on purely chonchological grounds because 
of poor preservation of the thin shells. Cylichna is used here in the 
broadest sense. 
Generic range.--Campanian-Maestrichtian. 
Cylichna sp. 
Plate 1, Figure 4 
:J7 
Material.--One weathered specimen so badly decorticated that 
it is essentially a mold of the interior. 
Remarks.--The single specimen shows faint spiral ornamentation 
and some fairly deeply incised growth lines that vary in strength. The 
shell is involute a.~d the aperture is narrow at the apical end widening 
slightly anteriorly. The specimen is similar to those in Cylichna 
incisa (Stephenson, 1941, p. 395) but is not visibly punctate and without 
grooves at the posterior extremity. 
Measurements.--H, 5 mm; MD, about 2 mm.. 
Hypotype.--UND Cat. ~o. 13291. 
Locality and stratigraphic position.--69-9a, 42 feet above 
Little Beaver Creek in Baculites reesidei Zone. 
Superfamily PHILINACEA 
Family SCAPHANDRIDAE 
Genus Cylindrotruncatum Sohl, 1963 
Type snecies.--Cylindrotruncatum demursum Sohl, 1963, Jour. 
Paleontology, p. 753, pl. 90, figs. 18-20. 
Generic diagnosis.--Small, slender, apically truncate, cylindrical 
shells with all the spire visible in the concave apical depression~ 
"Whorls terminating above in a sharply carinate edge that borders the 
apical depression. Sculpture faint, consisting of incised spiral 
grooves that are faintly pitted. Aperture narrowly expanding 
anteriorly, columella basally truncate (Sohl, 1963, p. 753). 
1 Remarks.--Sohl (1963, p. 753) reported t~at this genus contained 
the type species found in the Ripley Formation of Tennessee and Cylichna 
carinata Stephenson from the Snow Hill Marl Member of the Black Creek 
Formation of North Carolina, The open depressed spire and carinate 
upper whorl edge separate this genus from all others. 
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Generic r~nge.--Upper Cretaceous. 
Cylindrotruncatum cf. C. demursum Sohl, 1963 
Plate 1, Figures 1, 3 
Material.--One, small, broken, badly decorticated specimen. 
Remarks.--The carinate edge is visible on this specimen, but 
rather than possessing an apical depression, all.the whorls seem to be 
truncated in the same plane. The aperture is narrow and widens anteriorly. 
Because the specimen is broken, there is no posterior notch visible and 
there is no noticeable thickening of the posterior end of the inner 
lip. This specimen resembles the general outline of Sohl 1s (1963, pl. 
90, figs. 11-lS) and Wade 1 s (1927, pl. S4, figs. 18-20) figures of 
Cylindrotruncatum demursum. 
Measurements.--H, 5 mm; MD, 2.5 mm. 
EyPoty-pe.--UND Cat. No. 13295. 
Locality and stratigraphic position.--69-12 float; probably from 
the Baculites reesidei Zone. 
Cllindrotruncatum SE· 
Plate 1, Figures 6, 27 
Material.--Two medium-sized specimens; one in excellent condition 
and one internal mold. 
Remarks.--The shell of the well-preserved specimen is truncate 
posteriorly and the spire is depressed in an apical pit that is plugged 
with matrix. The apical pit is bordered by a sharply carinate body 
whorl. The aperture is narrow and widens anteriorly. The posterior 
notch is visible, but the posterior thickening of the inner lip is 
J'l 
obscured by matrix. The punctated spiral ornamentation is evenly spaced 
over the whorl. Growth lines are arcuate abaperturally on the upper 
whorl surface and reflect the notch as in C. demursum figured by Sohl 
(1963, p. 754, pl. 90, figs. 11-15). 
This writer .feels that these specimens should be .assigned to the 
genus Gylindrotruncatum even though these specimens are more than twice 
the size of the type, C. demursum. The characteristics of the one good 
specimen agrees closely (other than size) with the criteria given by 
Sohl for C. demursum and Wade 1s (1926, p. 106) criteria for Cylichna 
recta. 
}~asurements.--H, 11.2 mm; MD, 4.6 mrn. 
H;ypotyPe,--UND Cat. No. 13284. 
Localities and stratigraphic position.--69-10, 69-8; float 
probably from the B. reesidei Zone. 
Order ARCHAEOGASTROPODA 
Superfamily TR.OCHA.CEA 
Family TROCHIDAE 
Subfamily MARGARITINAE 
Genus Atira Stewart, 1927 
Type species.--Angaria ornatissima Gabb, 1964. 
Generic diagnosis.--Small turbiniform phaneromphalous shells, 
aperture rounded. Umbilical margin angulate. Sculpture usually 
faint but present on u.~bilical walls (Sohl, 1967, p. BlO). 
Remarks.--Stewart (1927, p. 315) proposed Atira as a subgenus 
of Ma.r2ari tes because his specimens had a distinct but not ridged umbilical 
angle. Sohl (1967, p. BlO) elevated the subgenus Atira to the generic 
level. 
L/0 
Atira nebrascensis (Meek and Hayden), 1856 
Plate 1, Figure 16 
Atira nebra.scensis (Meek and Hayden). Sohl, 1967, U. S. Geol. Survey 
Prof. Paper 393-B, p. B10; pl. 1, ~igs. 1-11. 
Diagnosis.--Shell turbiniform, about as high as wide; whorls 
well-rounded, aperture subcircular; umbilicus open., margin angulate; 
spiral sculpture faint, slight wrinkles near the suture and the 
umbilical wall. 
Material.--Three decorticated specimens. One nearly complete, 
with the umbilicus open, one with the umbilicus filled with matrix, and 
one badly crushed. 
Remarks.--The fossil material that has been assigned to this 
species more nearly fits Meek 1 s description than Sohl 1s (1967, p. BlO) 
description of the specimens Atira? nebrascensis he collected. Whereas 
Sohl 1 s specimens are Atira-like, the writer feels that his specimens 
may be another species of Atira since they admittedly differ somewhat 
from the original concept of Atira. nebrascensis. The fossils collected 
in Bowman County posses the slightly angular margin around the umbilicus 
and have the folds in the umbilicus. The partial lack of nacreous 
material at the suture made it difficult to determine if wrinkles are 
present. 
Measurements.--:H, 5.6 mm;·MD, 5.8 mm. 
HYPotype.--UND Cat. No. 13288. 
Localities and stratigraphic position.--69-12, and 69-17; from 
concretions occurring as float that probably originated in the£.:. 
reesidei Zone. 
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Order MESOGASTROPODA· 
Superfamily STROMBACEA 
Family APORRHAIDAE 
Genus Drepanochilus Meek, 1876 
Type species.--Rostellaria a~£ricana Evans and Shumaxd, 1857. 
Generic diagnosis.--Medium sized high spired shells with convex 
whorls; ornament dominated by axial ribs on the spire but develops 
two or more strong spiral cords at and below.periphery on body; 
upper cord extends · onto upturned narrow spur of expanded outer lip; 
anterior canal short (Sohl, 1960, p. 99). 
Remarks.--In addition to Sohlls diagnosis it should be noted 
that there are numerous secondary lirae on the body whorl and a narrow 
ridge only on the body whorl which dies out adapically. The single 
spur of Drepanochilus is similar to the spur of Arrhoges Gabb, but 
Drepanochilus has the strong spiral cords on the body whorl. 
Species of Drepanochilus are among the most abundant and widely 
distributed gastropods in the Upper Cretaceous rocks of the Western 
Interior, but they are rare in equivalent rocks of the Gulf and Atlantic 
Coastal Plains. Sohl (1967, p. Bl2) stated that not only is there a 
disparity in abundance in the 2 areas, but no single species occurs 
in common. 
Generic range.--Aptia.n-Eocene (Sohl, 1967, p. Bl2). 
Drepanochilus sp. 
Plate 1, Figures 2, 17, 31, J6 
Materials .--Approximately 20 badly weathered., decorticated and 
Some ·of the materi· al has 4 or ~ whorls but none are broken specimens. 7 
complete. The thin shells of these small fossils make it virtually 
impossible to find an intact specimen in the concretions in the upper 
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part of the (ierre Shale. 
_;_::.;.;;.,:;..:::...:.:~ --These small specimens of Drepanochilus resemble D. 
nebrascensis (Evans and Shumard) in that·they possess a turriculate 
spire that slightly more than half the shell height and, also, the 
body whorl is strongly bicarinate with numerous (16-20) secondary lirae. 
These specimens are much smaller and thinner shelled than the 2 species 
(D. evansi and D. obesus) found south of Glendive, Montana. 
Measurements.--None were complete enough,to measure. 
HypotyPe.--UND Cat. No. 13280. 
Localities and stratigraphic position.--69-12,.40 feet above 
Little Beaver Creek, probably Baculites reesidei Zone; 69-12, 69-8, 
concretions occurring as float. 
Genus Anchura ConradJ 1860 
Type species (by monotypy).--Anchura abrupta Conrad, 1860. 
Generic diagnosis.--Medium to large sized apporhaid with high, 
evenly tapering spires; protchonch simple, grading evenly with spire; 
sculpture ornate, with both strong transverse and spiral elements, 
commonly needed; aperture sublenticular; anterior canal long and 
narrow; outer lip terminates in a broad, blunt lateral edge extended 
to an upward curved spike of various length; anterior edge terminates 
in a. blunt lobe (Sohl, 1960, p. 104). 
Remarks.--The range of An~hura is in doubt; Sohl (1960, p. 10S) 
gave as a reason for this that some authors have considered Anchura a 
subgenus under various genera and other authors have considered Anchura 
as genus with many subgenera. 
Generic range.--In a restricted sense, .Anchura is Upper Cretaceous 
(Sohl, 1960, p. 105). 
Anchura? sp. 
Plate 1, Figure 18 
Ma.terial.--One broken, badly decorticated, medium-sized specimen. 
Remarks.--The specimen wa~ questionably assigned to this genus 
on the basis of its ornate sculpture which consists of the strong 
transverse ribs and spiral elements typical of the genus. Sohl (1967, 
p. 11) stated that Anchura has not been found any farther north than 
the Front Range of Colorado in the Pierre Shale. 
Measurements.--The specimen is too badly broken to be measured 
with any accuracy. 
Hypotype.--UND Cat. No. 13283. 
Locality and stratigraphic position.--69-12, float probably 
from the Baculites reesidei Zone. 
Order MESOGASTROPODA 
Superfamily CERITHIACEA 
Family TURRITELLIDAE 
Genus Turritella Lamarck, 1799 
Type species (by monotypy).--Turbo terebra Linnaeus, 1758. 
Generic dia.gnosis.--"Slender multiwhorled turriculate to 
turrited shell with flat, concave or convex whorls; aperture ovate; 
sculpture highly variable 11 (Sohl, 1960, p. 71). 
Remarks.--Frorn the time Lamarck proposed this genus in 1799 
to the present, the genus has grown to over 700 described species. For 
a discussion of the terminology used in describing characteristics of 
'I'urritella see Sohl (1960, pp. 70-71). Also, he describes the presently 
used method of utilizing the number of primary spirals on the apical 
whorls. 
Generic range.--Cretaceous-Recent. 
Turritella macnaryensis? Wade 
Plate 1, Figures 47, 48 
Turritella macnaryensis Wade, 1926, U.S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 137, 
p. 159, ·Pl. 56, fig •. 2; Sohl, 1960, U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. 
Paper 331, p. 76, pl. 7, fig. 29. 
Dia.gnosis.-- 11Medium-sized turritellid with plump well-rounded 
whorls and base; generally 9-:10 low fine spirals on whorl sidesrr (Sohl,· 
1960, p. 76). 
Remarks.--Only 2 specimens, 1 of which is the holotype, of this 
species have been collected previously. The Bowman County specimen is 
like T. macna.ryensis in that it has the plump whorls with a rounded 
base~ Sohl (1960, p. 76) stated that T. macnaryensis is most like!.:_ 
houstoni Stephenson from the Nacatoch Sand of Texas but T. houstoni 
has the plump w'horls. Also, he stated that T. austini Stephenson has 
the plump whorls but possesses a flattened base. Stephenson (1942, 
p. 292) believed T. houstoni to be closely analogous to T. macnaryensis 
but gave as difference the stronger sculpture and more rounded base 
of T. macnaryensis. It should be added that T. macnaryensis does not 
possess the tertiary spiral ornamentation that T. houstoni possesses. 
The specimen at hand was found in the shale, and what is left 
of it--the body whorl is broken away, but the spire is almost complete--
is excellently preserved and the ornamentation is clearly visible. 
Sohl (1967, p •. B9) stated that the genus Turritella is restricted 
to the sandy near shore facies because it is a cillary and mucous string 
• J 
string feeder. There is a general lack of turitellids in the Pierre 
Shale because of the suspended material and turbid water which are not 
conducive to this type of feeder. 
shale 4 
Measurements.-,;,.H, 32+ mm; MD, 10 mm. 
Hypotype .--UND Cat. No. 13281. 
Locality and stratigraphic position.--69-9b in place in the 
above Little Beaver Creek, probably from the Baculites 
reesidei Zone. 
Superfamily EPITONIACEA 
Family EPITONIIDAE 
Subfamily ACIRSINAE 
Genus Striaticostatum Sohl, 1963 
Tyoe snecies.--Striatocostatum harbisoni Sohl, 1963. 
Generic diagnosis.--Medium-high spired shells, Whorls numerous, 
sides well rounded, sutures deep, a..~d generally obscured by trans-
verse sculpture; body basally carinate, delimiting a flattened basal 
disc •. Sculpture of strong transverse ribs composed of fluted lamellae 
that lend a honeycombed appearance; ribs strongly prosocline 
subsuturally, notched below at basal carination and diminishing 
decidely in vigor on base. Spiral sculpture subovate; outer lip 
thickened by a varix; inner lip usually thin and may or may not 
expose uxr.bilical fissure (Sohl, 1963, pp. 747-748). 
Remarks.--This genus was proposed by Sohl (1963, p. 747) for 
a group of Cretaceous species occurring on the Atlantic and Gulf Coastal 
Plains that historically have been assigned to Epitonium. :Striaticosta.tum 
is not as loosely coiled as :@Pitonium. 
Generic range.-..;Cretaceous (Sohl, 1963, P• 748). 
Striaticostatum? sp. 
Plate 1, Figure 25 
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Yiaterials .--One specimen in excellent condition except :for the 
broken ;:;..id missing aperture. 
Remarks.--This specimen was :found in the same horizon as the 
turritellid. It has sharp transverse ribs characteristic of Striaticostatum 
but they are opisthocyrt rather than prosocline. This specimen is similar 
to forms of Belliscala Stephenson but the transverse ribs of these are 
not· as sharply defined and the latter have stronger striae. The trans-
verse ribs are sharper and not as fluted as in the species of Epitonium. 
Zone. 
Measurements.---H, 13.6+ mm; MD, 5.5 mm. 
HYPot;ype.--UND Cat. No. 13289. 
Locality and stratigra.phic position.--69-9b, Ba.culites reesidei 
Superfamily NATICACEA 
Family NATICIDAE 
Subfamily GYRODINAE 
Genus Euspira Agassiz, 1838 
TyPe species (by subsequent designation, Dall, 1915).--Natica 
glaucenoides Sowerby, 1812. 
Generic dia.gnosis.--nMedium to large sized globose shells with 
abutting to impressed suture; umbilicus open and small to medium sized 
and lacks a funiclen (Sohl, 1960, p. 122). 
(1 60 122) d . ed the confusion that Remarks.--Sohl 9 , p. iscuss 
LunatJ.·a and ,:;,.,,spira and has concluded that the terms surrounds the terms ~~~ 
are synonymous. 
Generic range.--Upper Cretaceous-Recent (Sohl, 1960, P• 122). 
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Eusoira obliquata (Hall and Meek)., 1856 
Plate 1, Figures 12, 15, 23, 30 
Euspira obliquata (Hall and Meek). Sohl, U.S. Geol. Survey Prof. 
Paper 393-B, p. B25, pl. i, figs. 12-19. 
Diagrrosis.--Medium-sized globose shells, spire one-third to 
one-quarter total shell height. Pleural angle 73°-108°. Sutures 
abutting to slightly impressed. Wnorls well rounded. Surface smooth, 
sometimes with a few faint microscopic spiral threads. Growth lines 
prosoline. Aperture sublunulate, broader and more well rounded 
a.~teriorly; outer lip well rolliided, inclined about 20°-220 to the 
axis of coiling. Inner lip almost straight.over parietal and upper 
columellar area, lower columellar lip well rounded and slightly 
evanescing. Parietal callus rather thin extending only a slight 
distance out of the aperture. Umbilicus open, lacking callus 
infringement (Sohl, 1967, pp. B25-B26). 
Y1aterial.--Twenty-five nearly complete specimens that vary from 
well preserved to internal molds. 
Remarks.--This abundant species is difficult to collect intact. 
The protochonch is often missi..~g and the umbilicus and aperture are 
usually plugged with matrix. Sohl (1967, pp. 25-28) had a very good 
discussion concerning this species and the confusion surrounding the 
synonomy. 
Euspira obliquata has a more compressed spire than E. rectilabrum 
but is less compressed than recent species of Euspira. The genus is 
similar to Vanikoropsis, a genus that has nov been found in Bowman 
County, which possesses more pronounced spiral sculpture, thicker shell 
material, and a narrower·umbilicus than E. obliquata. 
Table 4 has been modified.from Sohl and it shows relationships 
of height, maximum diameter and height of body whorl of 2 species, 
E. obliquata and E. rectilabrum. 
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TABLE L.. of data. o.f 2 associated species of 
(Modified from Sohl, 1967, p. B27 ) ~.....:...;;;.;.;..;;;. 
6.2-26.0mm 6.0-22mm 4,3-19mm 0.94-1.J6mm l.ll-1.44mm 
E. re 6.7-31,5 5.8-21 5.8-21 1.13-1.~8 75 , • -1.33 
H MD HB MD/HB 
7.7 mm 7.3 mm 5,4 mm 1. 03 rrun 1 .• 38 mm 
n = 17 n = 17 n = 17 n = 17 n = 17 
--UND Cat. No. 13285. 
Localities and stratigraphic position.--69-10, 69-12, 69-6, as 
float; 69-9b in Baculites reesidei zone. 
Euspira rectilabrum (Conrad), 18.58 
Plate 1, Figure 24 
o , o, . s~ Geol. Survey Prof. Eusnira rectila.brum (Conrad). S hl 19/0 U 
Paper 331-A, p. 122, pl. 17, figs. 5-7, 12-14. 
globose shell with impressed suture; 
smooth and glazed; in.Tler lip moderately .thick, 
above into expanded and thickened pad of callus; 
moderately narrow (Sohl, 1960, p. 122). · 
aperture intact.· Some of the shell material is decorticated • 
.:;.;.;;:.;.;;;;;;;;.;;::..::.•--Euspira rectilabrum is similar to E. obliquata but the 
form.er has a more elevated spire. The shells of E. vectilabrum are 
usually smooth the exception of fine growth lines but some of the 
spiral ornamentation. This variation in shell larger ones have 
ornamentation was also noted by Sohl (1960, p. 123) who attributed this 
a...~d other minor differences in the specimens of E. rectilabrum to sexual 
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di.norphism. He felt that there was no reason for recognition of more 
than 1 species throughout the Exogyra oonderosa and the E. costata Zones 
of the Gulf Coastal Plain and the w.citer concurs. 
Euspira obliquata and E. rectilabrum have no evidence of bei.7lg 
attacked by boring organisms. This may indicate that the genus Eusoira 
may be the primary borer in the ,population (see Sohl, 1969, and the 
section herein on Paleocology for further discussion of boring gastropods). 
Measurements.-- H 
10.52 mm 
n = 4 
MO 
8.10 mm 
n - 4 
HyPotype.--UN'"D Cat. No. 13285. 
HB 
6. 20 mm 
n = 4 
H/MD 
1.45 mm 
n = 4 
MD/HB 
1.29 mm 
n = 4 
Localities and stratigraphic position.--Float concretions from 
69-6, 69-10, 69-12, 69-17; t.he specimen from 69-12 was probably from 
the Baculites reesidei Zone. 
Order NEOGASTROPODA 
Superfamily BUCCINACEA 
Family MELONGENIDAE 
Genus Pyrifusis Conrad, 1858 
Type species (by monotypy).--Pyrifusus subdenaatus Conrad, 1858. 
Diagnosis.-~Low-spired pyrifom shells sub-shouldered whorls; 
sculoture of strong spiral cords and transverse costae; aperture. 
elongate., subobate and posteriorly notched, siphonal ca."lal tapermg 
. and curved, columella thick and smooth (Sohl, 1964, P• 195). 
Generic range.--Upper Cretaceous. 
Pyrifusis sp. 
Plate 1, Figure 45 
Weathered external mold that is just a fraction Jv1a.terial .--One 
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of the body whorl showing part of the anterior canaL 
Remarks. -Forms assignable to this genus a.re rare in the upper 
Pierre Shala in Bowman County. Meek (1876, p. 348) reported this ga~us 
in a nbed composed of a blending of the Fort Pierre and Fox Hills groups, 
or for:nation Nos. 4 and 5 of the Upper Cretaceous series. 11 
The specimen was assigned to this genus because of the long, 
smooth coluffiella and the strong spiral transverse ornamentation visible 
on the fragment. 
Measurements.--None taken on the badly broken specimen. 
Hypotype.--UND Cat. No. 13294, 
Locality and stratigraphic position.--Float, 69-10. 
Order BASSOMATOPHORA 
Superfamily SIPHONARIACEA 
Family SIPEONAJUIDAE 
Genus Anisomyon Meek and Hayden, 1860 
Type species.--Helcion patelliformis Meek and Hayden, 1856. 
Diagnosis .--Medium-sized patelliforrn shells having a med.ial or 
mid-anterior .s.pex that is reflexed posteriorly at tip. Muscle 
scar horseshoe shaped having enlarged anterior ends joined by line 
a.~d broken and offset on right posterior side (Sohl, 1967, p. B36). 
A..'1.isomyon sexsulcatus? (Meek and Hayden) 1856 
Plate 1, Figure 3S, 40 
Helcion sexsulcatus Meek and Hayden, 1856, Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia 
Proc. 7. 8, p. 68. 
A..'1.isorrqon sexsulcaus (Meek and Hayden). Meek and Hayden, 1860, Amer. 
Jour. Sci., v. 28, p. 35 [fide Meek, 1876, p. 293]; Meek, 1876, 
S1 
U.S. Geol. Survey Terr. Rept., v. 9, p. 293, pl. 18, figs. 
Sa-b. 
Diag:nosis.--Shell oval or elliptic pa.telliform, depressea, a 
little broader posteriorly; apex located between the middle and the 
anterior end; lateral slopes nea.rly straight, anterior slope concave, 
and having (on internal casts) 2 rather distinct shallow grooves ex-
tending from the. apex to the anterior lateral margins; posterior slope 
a little convex and showing on casts 4 shallow grooves, which radiate 
from the apex to the posterior and posterior lateral borders; (external 
surface unknown) (modified fr.om Meek, 1876J p •. 293). 
Materia.1.--0ne badly decorticated specimen that is essentially 
an internal mold. 
Remarks.--This specimen much smaller than the specimen illus-
trated by Meek (1876, p. 293, pl. 18, figs. 8a-b). 
The Bowman County specimen has an apical angle of 95° which is 
narrower than Meekrs specimen but the grooves are in precisely the same 
position he reported for A. sexsulcatus. The apex of the Bowman County 
specimen is sharp and slightly more posteriorly directed as compared to 
Meekrs figured specimen which has a blunt apex. A. borealis Meek ha.s 6 
grooves on the external surface but they are not reflected on the internal 
mold and the position of the grooves is not as symmetrical as for A. 
sexsulcatus. 
Measurements , 12.3 mm; WJ 8.4 mm; H, 8.9 mm. 
Hypotyi:ie.--DND Cat. No. 13282. 
Location and stratigraphic position.--69-12, float, probably 
from the Baculites reesidei Zone. 
Class BIVALVIA 
Order TAXODONTA 
Superfamily NUCULOIDEA 
Family NUCOLIDAE 
Genus Nucula Lamarck, 1799 
Type species (by monotypy).--Arca nucleus Linnaeus, 1758. 
9eneric descriEtion.--Shell nacreous, to about 40 mm. long, 
weakly to strongly inflated, trigonal or oval, inequilatera.l, not 
gaping. Umbones posterior (at 0.70 to 0.75 of length), appressed, 
opisthogyrate. Anterior end rounded to narr·owly rounded to 
cuneiform. Posterior end broadly rounded to subangular. Ventral 
margin arcuate. Lunule escutcheon not sharply defined; lunule narrow 
and elongate, escutcheon cordiform and short. 
Hinge arcuate, bearing two series of crowded chevron-shaped 
teeth; anterior series larger, posterior series shorter. No external 
ligament; resilifer narrow, sub-triangular, inclined obliquely 
forward and doi;mward. Adductor muscle imprints subequal, inconspic-
uous; pallial line entire. 
Sculpture of radial or concentric costae or of subcutaneous 
radial lineations; i..."Uler margin crenula.te (Stenzel, Krause, and 
TwinL'i.g, 1957, p. 43) • . 
Generic range.--Cretaceous to Recent. 
Nucula sp. 
Plate 1, Figures 26, '32, 37; Plate 2, Figure 1 
liilaterial.--Five badly decorticated incomplete specimens. 
Rema.rks.:..-These 5 incomplete specimens represent Nucula. in the 
Pierre Shale of Bowman County. Two of the specimens have crenulate 
marg:i:.."'ls, the other 3 do not. Ornamentation on the nacreous shell is 
not visible due to the badly decorticated condition. The crenulate 
specimens maybe Nucula cancellata, the only nuculid with a crenulate 
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a.ppears in the upper Pierre Shale and lower Fox Hills 
The remaining 3 specimens resemble N. planimarginata reported 
the Pierre Shale by Meek (1876, p. 101), but they may be R:_ 
cellata with the crenulate margins of the of the thin shells broken 
condition being detectable on the molds. 
Measurements. ca. 18.7 mm; W, ca. 13.3 mm; H, ca. 8.1 mm. 
Hypot;ype.--UND Cat. No. 13296, and 13313. 
Localities and stratigraphlc position.--69-12, and 69-17, float. 
Family MALLETIDAE 
Genus Malletia Des Moulins, 1832 
Type species.--r1alletia chilensis Sowerby, 1832. 
Generic diagnosis.--Small, thin shell, concentric sculpture, 
longate; blunt posterior may or.may not be gaping, beak slightly 
osogyrate, closer to anterior than posterior; about twice as many 
eeth on posterior hinge line than on anterior hinge line; medium-
pallial sinus; external ligment. 
Remarks .--Specimens similar to the ones at hand were placed 
genus Yoldia by Meek (1876, p. 107) because of its strong 
allial sinus and very slight gape. Yoldia also has an·internal liga-
No internal ligament attachment was observed in serial sections 
f 2 specimens. Because of the badly decorticated condition of specimens, 
there is, however, no evidence of an external ligament. If a chondrophore 
should have been revealed by the serial sections. 
concluded that the specimens, though no external liga-
could be observed, are not Yoldia but Ma.lletia which possesses an 
external 
Ge!;..eric ra_nge. --Mesozoic-Recent. 
Malletia eva~si (Meek and Hayden), 1856 
Plate 1, Figures 22, 38, 39 
Nucula evansi Meek and Hayden, 1856, Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia Proc., 
v. 8, p. 84. 
Leda evansi (Meek and Hayden). Meek and Hayden, 1860, Acad. Nat. Sci. 
Philadelphia Proc., v. 12, pl. 185. 
Leda. (Yoldia) evansi (Meek and Hayden). Meek and Hayden, 1860, Acad. 
Nat. Sci~ Philadelphia Proc., v. 12, p. 429. 
Yoldia eva..~si (Meek and Hayden). Meek, 1876, U.S. Geol. Survey Terr. 
Rept., v. 9, p. 111, pl. 28, fig. 10; Whitfield, 1880, (in 
Newton and Jenney), p. 409, pl.. 11, fig. l; Stanton, 1921, 
U.S. Geol. Survey, Prof. Paper 128, p. 21, pl. 1, fig. 11; 
Shimer and Shrock:, 1944, p. 377, pl. 146, figs. 40, 41. 
Neil6nella evansi (Meek and Hayden). Cvancara, 1966, Michigan Univ. 
Mus. Paleontology Contrib., v. 20, no. 10, pl. 1, figs. 13-17. 
Diagnosis.--Small for genus, shell thin, concentric sculpture; 
beak slightly prosogyrate ar1d near anterior third of shell; teeth increase 
in size anteriorly and posteriorly from beak, nearly twice as many on 
posterior side of beak; pallial sinus deep, poorly preserved. 
Material.--Seven badly dec.orticated specimens that are ·essen-
tially internal molds. 
Remarks .--This. species was identified as Nuculana eva.i.--isi (Meek 
2 ::-,d Haydec1) by Feldmann (1967, p. 141) who assumed that his specimens 
had a resilifer but, as mentioned above, there is no evidence that 
i 
suppor\~s tl-:.is > and his specimE ..ns should 
It 
Cvancara (1966., p. 297) ·assigned this species ...,u genus 
Dall~ a jur..ior objective synonym of' Sat-0.r:1ia a thick shelled 
Recen.t bi va.l ve with a variable pallial sir::u.s. 
Iv1easur2r::2nts.--No specimens were complete enough to obtai:."l 
measurements. 
Nos. 13297, 13298, and 13299. 
Localities a:'ld strat.:: gra:ph-ic nosition.--69-9a,; LO feet .s.bove 
Little Beaver Creek probably frc:r1 tes reesidei 
!" 0 ·' '9 9 '9 6 . . o/-o, o - c, ::::i - , 1.n concretions occurring a.s float. 
Ma.lletia sp. 
Plate l, Figure 20 
Yt..::terial.--Seven small; almost complete specim.ens. 
reser::b2-e 
sci (:,leek and Hayden) a small bivalve repo::::-ted from 
1876, p. 110) J .?ox Hills (Feldm.a..:.'1.n.., 1967, p._ 133), ar-c. Ca:J_or.Lball 
I •~ ~ 9' 4 21 ) -,-, .,_ . , .::it.arrton, ..L 4 , , p. _ 1' orma v::i...ons. The p·oorly preserved;) badly ~·re.s.thered 
specimens show no morphological feature other than the taxodont hir..ge 
li."".1.e. The teeth differ from the teeth of M. evansi in that they: become 
sillaller toward the extremities. 
•+·;··,r.·. v~.._._, Zone. 
rn.rn.; W, 
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Subclass P'.I'ERIOMORHPA 
Order ARCOID.A 
Superfamily ARCACEA 
Family PARALLELODONTIDAE 
Subfamily GF.AMMATODONTINAE 
Genus Nemodon Conrad, 1869 
Type species.--Arca (¥1.a.crodon) eufalensis Gabb, 1860, 
Generic diagnosis.--Equivalved, thin., hinge lL"le long and 
straight or slightly curved under the umbo, hinge in the left valve 
with t~ree teeth parallel with the anterior cardinal margin; 
po~terior lateral toot(h double, very long, linear; under the apex 
a rew granular teeth Conrad., 1869, pA 97). 
Generic ran~e.--Cretaceous-Eocene. 
Nem.odon sulcatinus (Evans and Shumard), 1857 
Plate 2, Figure 2 
Arca sulcatia Evans and Shumard, Acad. Sci. St. Louis Trans., v. 1, 
p. 39 (ride Meek, 1876, p. 82]. 
Nemodon sulcatinus (Evans and Shumard). Meek, 1876, U. s. 
. Survey 
Terr. Rept., v. 9., p. 82, pl. 15, fig. 6; Shimer and Shrock, 
1944, p. 379, pl. 146, . 48. 
Diagnosis .--Shell small., tw'ice as long as high; ventral margin 
parallel to dorsal margin., dorsal margL"1. nearly straight, ventral margin 
finely crenula.te; beak slightly forward of middle; sulcus on each beak 
extending obliquely backward to ventral margin; surface with radiating 
striae (modified from Meek, 1876, p. 83). 
~.B.terial.--One badly weathered internal mold with some small 
c;;;.lcite crystals attached. to surface. 
Hem.:J.rks .--The specimen at hand wa.s assigned to this 
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because it possessed radial striae, a sulcus that extended posteriorly· 
from the beak to the margin., and a finely crenulate m.argin. 
Feldmann (1967, p. 154) studied 4 internal molds of this species 
from the Fox Hills Formation of North Dakota and found adhering to l 
specimen about one-fourth of the valve. He concluded that since there 
are about 40 or 50 uniform ribs on his specimens, N. sulcatinus (Evans 
and Shumard) and N. eufalensis (Gabb) are synonYlllous with N. eufalensis 
the juniora Feldmann had not seen the types so he did not list E. 
eufalensis in the synonymies. More examples of this species must be 
found with the prosopon intact in order to verify the synonomy. 
Measurements.--L, 11.2 mm; H, 6.6 mm; W, ca. 5 mm. 
HypotyPe.--UJ:ilD Cat. No. 1JJ2JA 
Locality and stratigraphic position.--69-12, .float; probably 
from the Baculites reesidei Zone. 
Superfamily LIMOPSACEA 
Family LIMOPSIDAE 
Genus Limopsis Sassi, 1827 
T,rpe snecies.--.Arca aurita Brocchi, 1814, 
Ger.:.eric diagnosis.--Shell rounded, small size, inequilateral, 
ligament pit de~p, situated u:nder the beaks; teeth equal; regularly 
aligned on the cardinal shelf and ctenodont; margin of tne valves 
smooth (translated from Dechaseauz ~ Feldmann, 1967, P· 155). 
Generic range.--Middle Jurassic-Recent. 
( Ha~rden), 18~6 Limopsis parvula Neek and J :> 
Plate l, Figures 8, 9 
~ee~ and Hayden, 1856, Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia Pect~:r1culina parvula, ~r n 
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?roc.J v. 8J p. 86. 
Li;nposis pa.rvula (Meek and Hayden). Meek and Hayden., 1856, Acad. Nat. 
Sci. Philadelphia Proc., v. 8, p, 86; Meek, U.S. Geol. Survey 
Terr. Rept., v. 9, p. 97, pl. 28, figs. 17a-c. 
Descrintio~.--Shell very small, obliquely rhombic-suboval, 
moderately compressed; anterior side roundedJ usually a little more 
promi."'1.ent above than. below; base forrr.ing rather a broad curve_; some-
thtes nearly straight in the middle; posterior side obliquely trun-
cated above, and more or less narrowly rounded below; pallia.1 margi...."ls 
fairrtly crenulate within, hinge somewhat arched on the ins~de, 
generally equaling nearly half the length of the shell, and provided 
with three or four teeth on each side of the small triangular pit 
for the reception of the ligament; cardinal area small but well 
defined; beaks moderately elevated, joi:.0.ted, and incurved at right 
angles to the hinge, located slightly in advance of the middle. 
Su.rface marked by fine lines and occasional stronger marks of growth, 
crossed by exceedingly obscure, fine, radiating, subpunctate striae, 
which are usually nearly or quite obsolete on the anterior part 
of the shell (Meek, 1876, p. 97). 
}Ia.terial.--About 40 specimens in various states of preservation. 
Remarks.--The specimens taken from the Pierre Shale on the ba."1.ks 
of Little Beaver Creek were excellently preserved. The teeth, adductor 
muscle scars, and pallial line were well preserved as compared to 
decorticated specimens from the concretions. 
L. parvula (Meek and Hayden) is very similar to L. striatopunctata 
(Evans and Shumard) but is much smaller and has more obscure radial 
prosopon. 
Measurements.--1. 5,5 mm; H, 4,9 mm; W, 3~5 mm~ 
Rypotypes.--UND Cat. No. 13303, and 13304, 
Localities and stratigraphic position.--69-9b, in shale 4 feet 
above Little Beaver Creek, probably from the Baculites reesidei Zone; 
69-9a in concretion 40 feet above creek, probably from B. reesidei Zone; 
8.)1 69-12, 69-17, noat. 
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Order MYTILOIDA 
Superfamily MYTILACEA 
Family MYTILIDAE 
Subfamily MOLIOLil~AE 
Genus Modiolus Lamarck, 1799 
T;ne species.--Mytilus modiolus Lir..:na.eus, 1758. 
Generic description.--Shell transversely suboval or oblong 
very in.equilateral; surface smooth, concentrically striated, or with 
radiati.i.1g or diyercating striae or costae, and cover.ed by an epidermis 
often bearing filaments; beaks depressed and placed near the anterior 
extremity, but not properly terminal; ligament linear, occupyi:.~g 
a rnarginal groove; generally edentulous, sometimes with a 
i'ew nearly obsolete or with obscure crenulations in .front; 
muscular and impressions faintly marked, the scar of the 
anterior muscle much smaller than that of the posterior 
(Meek, 1876, pp. 69-70). 
Remarks.--There has been considerable controversy over the use 
the names Volsella and Modiol Scopoli named genus Volsella 
in 1777 and Modiolus was named in 1799. When Lamarck revised the genus 
he found that several species were of the genus Mytil us. The 
only species he could not assign to Mytilus was Volsella modiolus. He 
then erected the genus Modiolus on the single speGies (Meek, 1876j p. 
). 
According to the International Code of Zoological Nomenclature, 
Volsella is the senior synonym and Modiolus should be supressed as the 
junior. The name Modiolus, however, has been used by many workers in 
preference to Volsella, In 1955, the name Volsella was placed on the 
list of rejected names (ICZN, 1955, Opinion no. 791). 
Cvancara (1966, p. 316) found specimens of what he assigned to 
C ball ~ t· n The peculiar conditions t::e genus Adula in the annon ~ i orma 10 • 
· led h.;m to doubt whether his specimens were actually of preservation ..,_ 
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borers or just nesting in burrows of Nototeredo glo'cosa, a true borer, 
1-Jhich wa.s also 1~ound in the burrows. The specimens were probably of the 
genus Mcd:Lolus, a nester that ha.s a generic range from the Devcnia.n 
to the Recent, rather than of the Recent genus Adula, a true borer 
(Soot-Ryen, 1969, p. 278). 
Generic range.--Devonian-Recent 
Modiolus meekii (Evans and Shumard), 1857 
Plate 1, Figure 46 
M~ilus meekii Evans and Shumard, 1857, St. Louis Acad. Sci. Trans., 
v. 1, p. 40 [fide Meek, 1876, p. 7~; Meek and Hayden, 1860, 
Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia Proc., v. 12, p. 427. 
Volsella ~eekii (Evans and Shumard). Meek, 1876, U.S. Geol. Survey 
Terr. Rept., v. 9, p. 72, pl. 15, figs. 3.a-c. 
Description.--Shell thin, very narrow or depressed subovate, 
with length about half the height, moderately convex in the central 
region, and cuneate behind; cardinal margin more or less arcuate, 
and rou:r.i.Cing down regularly into the posterior margin, which is 
rat~er narrowly rounded below; beaks very oblique 3 and convex., or 
rather compressed..:, and placed over the anterior extremity of the 
valves; anterior margin very short, compressed, and abruptly rounded; 
ventral margin near:y straight, or slightly sinuous along the 
middle; surface with fine concentric striae; anterior muscular 
impression distinct, small, and quite near the anterior basal margin; 
posterior very faint, or obsolete (Meek, 1876, p. 72). 
Ma.teri.al.--Two small incomplete internal molds. 
Remarks.--Modiolus meekii is a common species of bivalve in the 
Pierre Shale of Bowman County but the preservation is very poor. The 
thin shell material of the genus and the u.~bedded nature of the concre-
tions ms.de it difficult to break out a specimen parallel to the 
commissure of shell. 
Modiclus schallerensis collected from the Cannonball Formation 
(Stanton, 1920, p. 25) has a crenuJ.ated margin but is similar to M. 
meekii. i.vi side view. M. meekii has been reported orJ_y from the Pierre 
Shale. 
~fuasurements.--1,. ca. 19.5 mm,· n ca 9 8 ~·m W 12 O n, . . "'" ; , ca. • rmn. 
Hy-potyoe.--ID\1D Cat. No. 13321. 
Localities and stratigraphic position.--69-9a, probably Ba.culites 
reesidei Zone; 69-12, concretions occurring as float. 
Order PTERIOIDEA 
Suborder PTERIINA 
Superfamily PTERIACEA 
Family PTERIIDAE 
Genus Pteria. Scopoli, 1777 
T;ype species (by monotypy).--Mytilus hirundo Lirmaeus. 
Ger:.eric descript~on.--Shell nacreous, small (to about 75 mm. 
long and 65 mm. high); outline subovate to subrhomboidal obliaue 
• :I - ' and auriculate. Valves moderately inflated, slightly inequivalved, 
highly in equilateral; left valve a little larger and sligh~ly more 
inflated tha~ the right; byssal notch shallow in left valve and 
deep in right valve, immediately ventral of the anterior auricle; 
anterior auricle srria.ller than posterior one. Umbones small., iI1con .... 
spicuous, prosogyrate, anterior (at about 0.2 to O.J of length). 
Ventral margin broadly and smoothly arcuate, posterior margin 
sigmoid, and dorsal margin long and straight. 
Hinge long; P.arrow, and straight; right valve with two small, 
blt:nt tooth-like swelling.s separated by a pit, directly beneath the 
umbo, and the left valve with one swelling and two pits ~itting -
into those of right valve; left valve has a long, narrow cha..rmel 
in the hinge posterior of the· umbo into which the right valve i'its. 
Ligament area tria...-igular, narrow from umbo to hinge; the posterior 
triangle is suri_k with reference to the former. Lig~ment marginal, 
partly internal partly external, opisthodetic, the single adductor 
n1uscle impri.i.kt subcentral and ill defined. 
VaJ..ves smooth in early stage; weakly sculptured in the adult 
stage by imbricating laminae; in some species the edges of the 
extend into thin, long, squamae of successive growth 
imbrications realigned in rad1ating rows which superficially resemble 
radial ribs (Stenzel, Krause, and Twining, 1957, pp. 80-81). 
l 
f 
f 
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• 
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Pteria. 
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GGneric range.--Triassic-Recent. 
Ptaria. linguaeformis (Evans and Shumard), 1854 
Plate 1, Figures 41, 43 
Evans and Shumard, 1854, Acad. Nat. Sci. 
Proc., v. 7, p. 163 fide Meek, 1876, p. 32 
(Evans and Shumard). Meek, 1864, Smithsonian 
N. A.~. fossils, p. 9; Meek, 1876, U. S. • Survey-
• Rept., v. 9, p. 32, pl. 16, fig. l; Whitfield, 1880, 
( in Newton and J enn.ey, p. 384, pl. 7, figs. 2-3. 
(Evans and Shumard). Stanton, 1921, U.S. Geol. 
Survey Paper 128, p. 24, pl. J, fig. l; and 
Shrock, 19 44, p. 391, pl. 152, fig. 6; Cvancara, 1966, Michigan 
Univ. Mus. Paleontology Cont., v. 20, no. 10, p. 
' pl. 3, 
. 7. 
~~~---~--- --Shell obliquely ovate-subtrigonal, or linguiform, 
mod 
convex, 
co:J.vex, and not very inequivalve, both valves 
bu-c, the left more so than the right; hinge-line 
the greatest length in the young, but proportionally 
shorter in adult, sometimes with a narrow marginal 
posteriorly in the right valve, posterior wing of moderate length, 
pointed, and defined by a rather deep, rounded sinuosity 
of the below; anterior wing narrow, somewhat produced., pointed., 
margin 
than the other, defined by a shal:.ow, broad 
is very little, if any, deeper in the 
valve., though in the former the wing is separated 
of umbo by a shallow sulcus extending from the 
upward to the anterior side of the beak; anterior 
with more or less convexity of outline, form the 
si.."'1.us under the obliquely backward to the narrowly~rourlded 
under the ear oblique, and generally more or less. 
; smooth, or only by lines of growth; 
very oblique., depressed, a..~d placed in advance 0£ 
the hinge line (Meek, 1876, pl. 32). 
15 broke~ specimens, mostly internal ~olds. 
r~s.--7his highly variable species is rarely collected in 
----,--
j 
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good con.ditior ... ·out can be identified by its shape. Stephenson (1941, 
p. 103) suggested the species be split according to shapes of the 
outl:ine. ?eldman ... "'1 (1967, p. 1S8) thought there was a continuous sequence 
of shapes a.""l.d the species should be considered as only being highly 
variable. 
P. li..~guaeformis and P~ petrosa (Conrad, 1853) have been con-
sidered by some (Wade, 1927, p. 51; Weller, 1907, p. 429; and Richards, 
1958, p. 100) as being synonymous with P. linguaeformis the ju...""l.ior. 
The name P. linp;uaeformis has been used :in the Mid-conti."'1.ent ever s:ince 
it was named so it rnay be inadvisable (Feldmar..n, 1967, p. 188) to suppress 
the name. 
The specimens at hand possess nacreous shell material and they 
are obliquely elongate. The posterior wing is moderately long a.."'1.d almost_ 
straight. The anterior wing is short. Specimens of Pteria linguaeformis 
with the alate portion broken off resemble Inoceramus (Endocostea) 
fiorosa. Closer examination will show that I. (E.) fibrosa has a hinge 
line which extends obliquely posteriorly unlike th~t of.P. linguaeformis 
which extends directly posteriorly. 
Family BAKEVELLIIDAE 
Genus Gervillia Defrance, 1820 
Type species (subsequent designation, Meek, 1876, p. 64).--
C·ervillia. solenoidea Defrance, 1824. 
. Descrintion.--Shell obliquely-elongated, ensiform or subtrigo~al, 
very ir:.equilateral; beaks oblique and placed near or at. the ~"lt:rior 
extremity; left valve more convex than the other; a.I;ter~~r marg~s 
a 1~+-'-le ga.,..,.;"'P' but ·without abyssal emargina.tion in eivher va..1.ve; ..i....r....V V "--1 _t-'..L..l..i,,c, d ., ..!.. 
cardinal margin straight, more or less extend:d, an_. somewna.v 
a.late uostericrly, and less so in front, provided ~th a flat.:' 
- · g area., or hin~re-plate, crossed in each vaJ.ve civerging, or ga.pm a 
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by from three to about six distinct pi-cs for the reception of the 
cartilage, which was exposed externally; hinge generally with a more 
or less numerous series of irregular fold-like teetn under the area, 
ranging obliquely forward and upward; muscular and pallial impres-
sions as i.vi Avicula (Meek, 1876., p. 64). 
Generic range.--Upper Triassic-Upper Cretaceous. 
Gervillia sp. 
Plate 2, Figure 8 
.l'f.ia.terial.--One badly decorticated broken specimen. 
Remarks.--This genus is more ensiform than Pteria, more inflated 
than Pteria, and does not possess the nacreous s~ell of Pteria. The 
auricles of the specimen at hand are absent and the beaks are broken. 
The specimen resembles Gervillia recta in that the Bowman County 
specimen possesses the fairly straight hinge-line and the point the 
hinge merges with the posterior margin is slightly concave. 
}faasurements .--None taken. 
Hypotype.--UND Cat. No. 13327. 
Locality and stratigraphic position.--Concretion occurring as 
float, 69-10. 
Family INOCERA.:."'ITDAE 
Genus Inoceramus Sowerby, 1814 
Type species (by monotypy).--Inoceramus cuvierii J. Sowerby, 
1814, (Monotypy confirmed by ICZN Opinion 473, 1957). 
Generic description.--Shell varying according to the sect;ons, 
from subcircular to transversel-.f, obliquely or vertically ov~. ~r 
oblong, ineauilateral, gibbous, or more or less compressed, wi~n 
va.::c.ves equai, subequal, or sometimes distinct~y, or e1:en extrem:~Y 
;.1.--ieq ual in convexity, as well as in. the ~ela ti ve ~J?rominence _; of.; c.ne 
o1:mosite beaks. AJ1terior margins with~m, ar::,Y den:ed bys~a.1.. s .... n~:-
:L'1" either valve; posterior dorsal margins without o.IJY defined by~"'"'-1 
sinus in either 
subalate. 
of the valves; 
straight 
valve; posterior dorsal ma.rgins sorr..etimes compressed 
nacreous layer thin., exte:iding to t:he r.ia.rgins 
outer fibrous layer thick and coarsely prismatic. 
or very rarely a little arched, genera.lly narrow., 
edentulous within, ranging at various a~gles to the 
the shell, and crossed by numerous small, regularly 
arranged cartilage Surface concentrically undulated a..~d 
striated, or nearly smooth; very with radiating plications 
or costae. Muscular and pallial impressions very obscurely marked 
(Meek, 1876, p .• 39). 
Generic range.--Lower Jurassic-Upper Cretaceous. 
Subgenus Inoceramus Sowerby, 1814 
Ty-pe species (by subsequent designation, Cox, 1969).--
Inoceramus cuvierii J. Sowerby, 1814~ 
Dia:mosis .--Medium-sized to large, equivalve to moderately 
inequivalve; feebly to strongly ir,.flated, height exceeding length, 
not or slightly oblique; anterior margin not strongly convex 
or protruding; prominence of left valve umbo variable;' posterodorsal 
present., more or less flattened, well differentia.ted from body 
valve in. some speciesJ undifferentiated in others; surface 
more or less regularly spaced; concentric plications variably 
developed (Cox, 1969, p. N315). 
Subgeneric range.-~Lower Jurassic-Upper Cretaceous. 
Inoceramus (Inoceramus) sagensis Ow-en, 1852 
Plate 3, Figure 5, 6 
Inoceramus sagensis Ow-en, 1852, geol. survey of Wisconsin, Iowa, and 
Mi...'1Ilesota Rept., p. 582, pl. 7, fig, 3, 
Tnoceramus sagensis var. nebrascensis Owen. Meek, 1876, U. S. Geol. 
Survey Terr. Rept., v. 9, p. 52., pl. 13, • 2. 
· o n WJn4t.i.~ield, 1880 (_i...~ Newton and Jenney), Inoceramus sagensis we.. .~ 
12 Wd 1926, TI. S. Geol. Survey Prof. p. 393, pl. 7, . ; a e, 
Paper 137, p. 50, pl. 12, • 1. 
--Shell , obliquely broad-ovate or subcircular, 
::::.:::...::..;;.::..........J.:.......:.....--
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inter~al rib that extends diagonally from the posterior of the umbo • 
.Seemingly the grooves in. the mo:.ds of the L11.terior are not an inherent 
morphological feature, and, hence, it is the writer's belief that 
Endocostea was named for the ·wrong reasons. 
Endocostea was placed at the subgenus level by Cox (1969, p. 
NJl7) who also designated the new subgenus Cataceramus for the specimens 
that lack the grooves but are otherwise similar to Endocostea. The 
writer believes that Endocostea and Cataceramus are synonymous, and 
there.fore, Cata.cera.mus is invalid because of the priority of Endocostea. 
Future work is needed to confirm the writer's opinion stated 
above. Ma.'c.y specimens of I. ( E.) barabini and I. ( E.) typica must be 
collected and compared to determine if the 2 are indeed conspecific. 
Subgeneric range.--Upper Cretaceous. 
Inoceramus (E...ndocostea) fibrosa (Meek and Hayden); 1856 
Plate 1, Figure 42 
Avicula? .fibrosa Meek and Hayden, 1856, Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia 
Pree • ., p. 86. 
Phol adomya. fibrosa (F"ieek and Hayden). Meek and Hayden, 1856, Acad. Nat. 
Sci. Philadelphia Proc., p. 286. 
(M ' d H d ) Meek, l864, Sm-ithsonian checklist Pir1na fibrosa .l' eeK an ay en • u .... 
Cretaceous fossils N. Am., p. 9. 
Pter~a (Pseudoptera) fibrosa (Meek and Hayden). Meek, 1876, U.S. 
C--eol. Survey Terr.,~. 9, p. 36, pl. l?a-d. 
· ) Cobban and Reeside, 1952, Geoi. Inoce:2a.':;1us fibrosa (Meek and Hayden • 
Soc. America Bull., v. 63, P· 1020. 
· · ) Jeletzky, 1962, Jour. Paleo., (Meek and Hayoen. 
v. p. 1011, 11,, .f'..:ac • ~4--, ... J.. 0 w • 
--Shell thin, obliquely subovate., nearly or te 
valves quite gibbous from tbe , obliqilely 
backward and do·v,mward ong the cen.ral and anterior regions; hinge 
very short and compressed; posterior margin sloping backward 
a.:::d dowr1ward, with a slightly convex outline, from the Posterior 
end or the into the rour..ded posterior basal marg:L.;,; anterior 
margir.,. tru.ncated. obliquely back-ward and do\";;nward from beaks, with 
a straight or slightJ..y concave outline; that of each valve 
curved rather e.bruntly inward toward the other, a.r:d ao:::iarently 
for the of' the byssus. though there are no t.;~ces 
byssal sinus in either valve; b~aks gibbous, very oblique, 
pointed;; incurved with a .forward obliqui and very nearly if not 
quite ; posterior alation obsolete, or only distinguishable 
by com:oression from swell of the umbones) very obtusely 
ang·.1lar, or rou.ndi.Y'J.g into the posterior margin bel-dr::.d., from which 
it is not Separated by the slightest sinuosity; anterior appar-
ently entirely ·wanting, sur.face ornamented by distinct., rounded, 
more or ss ir:::'egula.r, bifurcating, radiati.YJ.g costae., generally 
·wider th.rm the .furrows between, a.".:d crossed by regclar., small., 
conce1;.t:ric ridges, which divide them into little., obscure, node-
like prominences (Meek, 1876, p. 36). 
Xateria.1.--Fcur small incomplete specimens. 
~~~----Meek (1876, p. 37) gave an'accounting for the perplexing 
changes in the synonomy of 
species. Due to the imperfect serva-
tion of the shells, the unusual morphological characteristics were 
interpreted variously as features of Avicclla., Pholadomya, and Pinna .. 
The writer could find no rei'erenca, other than the l stated as 
last 
.synonymy, that explained why the specimens were placed in Inoceramus. 
I. ( E.) .fibrosa a species of Inoceramus and difficult 
to remove from 
matrix. SuperEicially, it looks like Pteria 
linguaeformis with the auricles broken o:ff but upon closer examination 
2 margins that meet at an acute angle can be seen with no evidence 
of being .broken. 
Measuremenvs.-- r....Ly ~.- -
... o , ~.h·e ;:icu· te angle can be measured and its 
averages., on the 4 specimens., about l.i5°. 
Eypot72~.--D1'ID Cat. No. 13319. 
T t-d . ' . 
.=.r-ocerar,1·c2s \ £1 oco21,ea.) ba:r-abi ni Morton., 1834 
2, 4; Plate 3., Figure 3; Plate 4, 8 
(Morto~1). Meek and Hayden. 180/'0 A d ~ , ;;.Ca • 
• Sci. 
• , V • 7., p. 181. 
(Morton). Meek, 1876, U.S. Geol. Survey 
-, v. 9, p. 49, pl. 13, figs. la-c., pl. 12, fig. 3. 
{ i· ,. 
,_:.!; 
p. 390, 
p. 389:, 
co~ple-c;e. Some are 
laye.::~ of calo i te. 
tfield. w~...i.tfield, 1877, Preliminary 
• on 
of the :::nack Hills, p. Jlj 1tfoi t.field., 18.80 
and Jenney); y, 40J, pl. 9 3 fig. 1-7. 
(Norton) • W.i:li -;:,field, 1880 (.2:2; lifowton and · Jenney), 
• 7., 
. 7, pl. 8, fig. 8; Shimer a:.~d Shrock, 1944, 
, figs. 7-8. 
transversely ovate, moderately 
regio~s, a..~d very nearly or 
descending from the beaks at 
to the b.inge; after which it gradu.Cs:;_1y curves 
dcwnwa.rd~ so as to pass by a grace£ul sweep 
side long) pressed, and rather 
vent~al margin forming a. broad., 
very nearly terminal, or located directly 
rather prominent, but rising little above 
, somewhat incurved, and nearly contiguous. 
moderately distinct, more or less 
long specimen~ 3.90 L~ches; height, 
of two valves, 2 inches. Young individuals 
(MeekJ 1876j pp. 49-50). 
25 specirr.ens varyi:::1g from incomplete to nearly 
molds3 some sheils possess or.J.y the 
' 
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--This abc:.:::1dant species has been foun.d in all concre-
tions but the CO:!i;)letely barren ones in the Pierre Shale. All species 
of the mollusks reported in this paper have been fou:n.d with the 
cosmopolita.vi I. (E,) barabini. The individuals of this species vary 
in size of umbo ana' dearee of ;~.1.~1~t-_·,on. T (I) s · ' •. = - ....... ,. -- -· . a~ensis nas a more 
inflated umbo and coarser undulations tha.~ I. (E.) barabini and the 
former has finer secondary growth lines between the u..'1.dulations. 
Some of the individuals of I. ( E.) barabini have distinct grooves 
in the nacreous layers of the shells that are reflected as a ridge on 
the molds of the interior. There a.re 2 distinct types of grooves, 1 
type is wedge-shaped and goes deeply into the internal mold. The 
other type has parallel edges and is shallow~ The grooves begin at 
va:cious distances from the beak but they are aJ.ways at nearly the same 
angle (35°-450) with the hinge line and directed posteriorly. Toots 
(1964., p. 85) stated that in the specimens he had at hand_, the groove 
was or.ly in the nacreous layer and not in the prismatic layer. In his 
specimens illustrated there is a tunnel that is filled with clear caJ.cite 
formed between these 2 layers. There have been no speciw£ns collected to 
. ' -"' ,:; C ' t'n -'- have 'ooth +uhe pri· srna.+.i· c 1aye-r ,,,,d, the aa1:,e .i.rom J..;owmar1 oun1:.y .av - - ...... "' 
groove present to verify the presence of a calcite filling but 2 suph 
specirnen.s were found near Glendive, Montana, by the writer. 
The grooves were first noted by Meek (1876, p. 50) on internal 
molds collected 150 miles above the mouth·of the Yellowstone River. 
l~1itfield (1877, p. 31) diagnosed the grooves as being a generic 
· and nroposea· t'ne gene~i·c ~,.ame Endocostea for forms with characterist:.c _ - - - J.J 
this .:aat1.:.re. 4 8-) · d 'h a.na' concluded Toots (196,, p. :> examine i:. e grooves 
that ~he details discour.ted the idea of a predator with a speciaJ.ized 
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mode of attack as _nroposed by To11 1a r_=ia'~ Too+s •co/4' 85) 
- ~ ,-- - .u) ..I.~ J p. • However, 
ho2.low groove could net be accounted :for as a genet::..cally controlled 
characteristic. He gave the following as his reasons: 
1. The ridge begins at various distances from the beak. 
2. The ridge may be inte:.~rupted. 
J. Shells possess:L~g a ridge have a thicker nacreous layer 
than usual. · Secretion of additional shell material is a. 
common reaction of host animals to cover a parasite. 
4. The ridge is not solid but a tunnel that is later filled 
with clear calcite. 
5. The surface of the tunnel has ornamentation of its own., 
consisting of transverse ridges and longitudinal striations. 
He, thus, concluded that the groove was caused by an organism of some 
type a..'1.d that the groove was not inherent in Inoceramus. 
The organism forming the tube lived between the mantle and the 
s}1ell. Toots (p. 86) related that Polydora, a modern polycha.ete, crawls 
between the mantle and the shell of oysters and a "mud blister!! is 
formed. The Hmud blister 11 is a U-shaped tube that results when the oyster 
tries to cover the irritation. Perhaps it was a situation such as this 
that formed the internal ridge in L bara.bini. The symbiont occupied 
an advarJ.tageous area for obtaining food, probably near the e:xhalant 
tube~ and these infested indi~iduals of I. barabini tried to cover the 
symbiont. 
T~e abrupt termination of the internal ridge may indicate a 
change in the life cycle or the death of' the nguest. 11 The interference 
of the ridge by a period of normal growth followed by a resumption of 
~he i~ternal ridge in a specimen figured by Toots (pl. 21, · 4) 
rr_6.y show aba..YJ.donr:1ent of the host by one 11guest" and occupation by a 
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The cause o!-. the 2 
.:.- ) ::ctcd 
be di..::.e to 2 di.f 
· this problem oi· paleopathology w~cen n:ore co:nple-c,e shell::; ~-1ith tne 
prismatic layers a.re collect,ed. 
Mea.sur·ements .-- • , 95. 8 m.ra; T,,T ,. :; ca .• 60.0 56.9 m.m; EL, 
from Ba.c,1:i<·.::,:c-: ·:~Pesidei Zone: 69-•2. c.9 -,o t:.9 9~ 0'"o -J7 r.:c:, P • ------~- -- ., -- ., V --1- :JV - ~, /-..4..~, v7-V:, OCCilr:r'J.r;...g 
concretions as float. 
to 
weakly co:.'1vex 
convexi T:y ~ so:ne 
69 
to i.:.:...c:r2s.se; 1:m.bo1:e s ::)~ 
dorsal ,abse:.:.t or nac--ro:~r; orr!e.raer.t of irregulai ... ccr.,cer~:~ric rugae 
and - . C .. .:: ~-~ S ( ('ox, J.- Out:.9, ·t·,. p_Ll .G... L>..!..V.l..i. . '- U / .,, ::;- N.3l?). 
Sub,rr.e:."leric r-c..n£e .--Unue:;.~ Cretaceous .... 
.;;;..::.:::~-,._:= ..... __:~~~~---'-·- •• 
Inocer2mus (C:::·emi-wcerarrn.:.s) sp. 
Plata 3~ Figures l, 2 
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- -1" ·, 0 ,,u .• ; " _ ti-1. -iL~ '"0 ""m i,r (of' 1 V"' V8)\, ca. 26. 5 mm; H, 
Ey:'.)otyne.--'UNIJ Cat. No. 13330. 
Loc.s.li ty .smd stratigl~a.nhic ccsition.--69.-9c., float. 
* ... f 
Inoceramus sp. A 
Plate 2, Figure 9 
ifaterial.--Cne specimen that is badly decorticated. 
£i'.eme..rks.--Species A is la.rge for the genus
1 
with a slightly 
compressed u~bo and slightly curved beak. 1'1ai."'J.Y fragments of this species 
were found along the Little Missouri River. 
shale. 
Mc;·s.surem.ents .--None taken. 
:i:nocer-am;1s sp. B 
Pla:ce 3 , Fig;.;;.re 4 
.Hate.r·ial.--One sligb.tly crL:'.shed specim.en. 
--This species is large, elongated., and possesses an 
i.i."1.:lated umbo. The beaks are wide and strongly incurved. 
lc'Iea.surern.ents .--None taken. 
E:rpot:irpe. --til'JD Cat. No. 1)332. 
Local1ty an. 31'.',Y'av::grs:p;nc POSJ....,J.O .--..... -'- ui u - • d · ..1. • '· • • 1. • n i:i'i oat "'ro= .:::9 9c 
Super.fa.mily PECTL.\IACE.4.. 
Family ENTOLIIDAE 
-
Hall and Mee·k, 1854. 
sn:all 5 compressed nearly valve) 
diameter_; 
larger th&, the 
sinus i..11. either 
ridges on right 
t oeing greater than the tra.1.sverse 
very short; ears very small, anterior being 
other; closed aroung; nc defined byssal 
valve, surface showing·regularly defined concentric 
valve (Meek, 1876., p. 26). 
Remarks.--Stephe~son (1941, p. lJJ) believed that the 2 valves 
described by Meek were from 2 different genera and tentatively used the 
taxon as a subgenus of Fecten. Hartlein (1969, p. NJ47) stated that. 
the characteristics oi' the type species are not well kno1,m and ha.Ve 
uncertain relationships. 
?Syncyclonema rigida (Hall a...YJ.d Meek), 1854 
2 3 Figure 5 
Pecti:c.. rigida Hall &"1.d Meek., 1854, Mem. Am. Acad. Sci. and Arts Beston., 
5.;; ~ 381., 2, f'igs. 4a-c [}'ide Meek, 1876., r8 V. !:". p..i... p. LO., 
?ectL.1. b.allii Gabb, 1861., Cat. Cret. Fossils, p. 1.58 [fide Meek, 18?6., 
. 2.<1 p. 9J • 
Q • • ., (E~,~ •-vr ir) 
,.,yncyc1onea1a rigiaa .a.l..J. ana 1-ee.. . Meek, 1876, U. S. Geol. Survey 
Terr. Rept., v. 9 J p. 27, pl. 16., figs. Sa.-c. 
Pecten (S.v:r1cyclonema) rigida (Rall and Meek). Shimer and Shrock., 1944, 
:o. 407, 
.DGsc:ti.ntion.--Shell very sen.all, vertically ovate, about 
o;'.j_e-cixt.h hig.l:.er- than widej narrowing upward from the middle; base 
1~8 .-,-1 ..,'Y"·,y '"O''""ded ;1,Lri.ge- l i.n.e about half the transverse diar:1eter d.. u._c , ... -- ..... \..w..\, j - ,-
"' "" ~ "-'""' · ea.:-q ureaua.1 "'"'oste.,,.ior one obliquely -:;runcate., and 
V-1- U!.""'\o,, ,, ..... J. :;;.,. ..... ' ;J - ~ , .. I .. , n,- ..... • ... 
hardl;;r half as la:-ge a.s the other; ar,terior sun1:,r1go:::-1a...L, :l<:"t~nea 
a1·1d Dointed. Eiiiht .valve orna.me::i.ted with cornpa:rit.:.ve.;..y 
• J re2'U.l~r, raised c;ncentric ridges and furrows. Left valve 
sx.ooT,h, or - showing 0:::1 ex.foliated surfaces, traces of f~int . . , . 
~"'-·"Y"-io..,.. ma..,..,r.i.·.,.., wi+h Oi'UY a sha.llowJ roundea sinuosity unaer s-c.riae; CW.J.. V1..,>..._ ~ J. J. Q J..:. V 
T I 
tl1e ea.:r-s, 
1876:, p. 
r_ea.rly as i::. the left as in the right valve (r1eek, 
) . 
--T-{70 right valves; one badly decorticated 
with the ear.:3 lost and tne other well preserved molds of the interior 
and exterior. 
-~-----The characteristics of the specimens agreed closely 
with M2ek 1 s description and are to this species 
The species is most like Pecten simplicius which Stephenson 
(1941, p. 133) had assigned to the subgenus Syncyclonema.. ?. sim-olicius 
is broad or rclati ve to the heiuM:. and has larrrer ears. 
:M::eas1irern.ents .-- 5 r.m:.; 5 .9 mm; 
B\rnotype . - Cat. Ne. 13325. 
Loca.Ii ty and stratie:ra:ohi c position.--69-12, float. 
Family PSCTL~IIDAE 
Genus Chlarr;rs Roeding, 1798 
Ty:oe species (subsequent designation Herrmannsen, 1847),--Pecten 
islar..dicus Mliller, 1776. 
Ge:.1.eric diagnosis .--Shel·l than long or roU;1ded, commonly 
somewhat oblique; left valve usually more convex but in some species, 
v&lves nearly equally convex; auricles clearly delimited, usually 
l2Tge; byssal notch large; ctenolium usually present; sculpture of 
(usua.l:i..y stronger) concentric elementsJ with scale like 
commo:c:i..y devaloped t}ieir jUi.'1.Ctions., especially on left 
but some shells nearly sr;1ooth; :L.'1.terspaces of mar.y forms with 
intercalaries in adult, margin usually scalloped; cardinal crura 
variable i~ nu.tber and size (Hertlein, 1969, p. 355). 
Generic range.--Triassic-Recent. 
Subgeuus (Chlamys) 
Type species.--C. (Ch-1amys) islandica. (Muller), 1776. 
-----·-··· 
.. 
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usua,lly higher 
sculpture on 
:; ra.dial ::"ibs; in.r.:.er 
cardinal crura weak or 
1969; p • 3 5 5) • 
Chlamys (Chlamys) neorascensis (Meek and Hayden), 1856 
Plate l, Figure 28, 29 
h,cten nebrascensi·s Mo=!ek ,,.,,,a· ·.11"'Y·"en., -J.850/, Ac;:i.'l. Na+. S · r:1,.,•, • 1 
- ··- a.u -- ~ J -'-' V CJ.. t'lcJ..LaCe phia 
C~lla.r.r,.,,rs. ·n~br_~:~ce.ns1 ,c; c~fee1(- ·:ind~ H·---ya'en) ~ -- .. -- .. .. = .. 0, • • Meek, 1876, U.S. Geel. Survey 
Tarr 9, 25;;; pl. 16, figs. / oa-c. 
T""I '' /..-,,.., - ) 
:eci:.en \ G!Ll.a.c:ys neb:r·ascensis Meek and Hayden. Snimer and 'Shrock, 
7-8. 
sm.c:.ll:, su·oorbicular., rather ir1equivalve.} 
the somswLci.t r,:ore convex; ventral margin regularly 
ro·crcded., and about semicirc·J.lar L"l outline; anterior and posterior· 
converging from nea.r· or above the middle to;;.rard the bea..lrn; 
hinge ge:ce~ally less than the breadtn of the valves; eax's more or 
less nearly eq·J.a.l, d compress.ed, both separated f·rora tne 
·;::;elow somewhat a.:::.g-<lar s:L,uses., that u.r:der the anterior 
one of right valve ceeper tha:<1 the other; scrf'ace of each 
valve orr.Lalr1e::.1.ted Cy abo1;..t tv~a:ve to fifteen cor,1paratively , 
strc'.'.'lgly elev a 1:,ed, 1.:;.sua.1..!..y 2 angular, rad iati:.'lg plications 3 
·separated b;y generally slightly wider, rounded 2 furrows, in wbich 
fine" obliqu,e: radiati:1g;, a.'ld car~centric striae may sometimes be 
seer:; the latter of which, on :.;ell-preserved specime:-.s, also cross 
t!:.e costae, ir.:-oart:.ni a subcren.at.e appearance to their crests (Meek, 1876, p: 25-26). 
Remarks.--So::rre or these specimens are in remarkably good 
conditior. except that they may lack auricles. One complete right 
valve wa.s used in assigning these specimens tc Chlamys. 
Tl1is is common in the concretions of the Pierre Shale 
but is Excell.er:tly preserved specimens were found, 
ir1 th.,~ shale banks jus-;; above Little Beaver C;.~eek. 
T/ 
'' 
6.9 mm; L;) 8.1 mm; 
--DID Cat. No. 13314. 
T.cc&: ~ t:i es 2nd stra.tigrapti c position.--69-9b.:1 in the shale 
fo-..ir feet above Little Be.s.ver Creek probably from the Baculites 
reesidei Zone; 69-12 and 69-17, float. 
Suborder OSTREINA 
Superfamily OSTRA.CEA 
Family OSTREIDAE 
Ger:;.us Ostrea Lirma.eus, 17 58 
~y-pe species (Gray, 1847).--0strea edulis Lirmaeus, 1758. 
Generic dia.e::1.osis.--Shell monomyaria.."1., small, attached by left 
valve; valves unequal, left va:ve larger and deeper than right, s~rface 
fi::-1ely ribbed; valve (or upper valve) flat or depressed, surface 
sm.oot:1 o:c with concentric lameller prosopon; hinge edent·..::J.ous, ligament 
area su.Ycri.gonal in shape, the resi:ium. seated in a median furrow 
('rr:.odified from Clsso::1. and Harbison, 1953;, p. 45-46, and Gunter, 1950, 
p. 442). 
Remarxs.--Gtmter (1950, p. 440-441) discussed the generic 
status of the oysters a.nd showed why they should be separated into 
Ostrea. a.r~d C:cassostrea using soft and hard part characteristics~ 
The features of the two genera. are presented below in tabular form. 
JI 
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TiGLE 5 .--Ccrr:.parisot1 of l,.eatu::-es c1. G~:itTea anC 
1. 
2. 
J. 
4. 
t:' 
.., . 
I' 
o. 
(Ivfcdified fror.~ 
===;c..;;:;;===========-==-=~--- .. -·--· 
Ostre.s 
size sr:-.. all. 
, about l million 
.retained arJ.d larval 
development in cavity a:n.d 
Gill ostia 
rfave nc prorr:yal en.amber. 
Cra.ssos~rea 
Average size large. 
Eggs small, abcut 50 million 
per spaim. 
Eggs shed ir..t,o water and 
fertilization takes place in 
water. 
Gill ostia small. 
Have promyal chamber • 
Live . ' . in es"tuaries. 
7. Ii-'Lu.scle ne2.r center of sl1ell., 
scar rlot piJ:riented. 
Muscle close to center, 
scar usually pigmented. 
10. Prodissocor..cl1. long, 
~~v10 c:.')e:c.u.latior:s a.t eact.1. e:r.1.d; 
a:L level of the 
cardinal plateau; valves 
symrcetrica:. 
Lower valve cupped. 
Va:dable 
Prodissoconch short, 
two crenclations at each end; 
Yalves dissymrr,etrical., 
ar..terior~ outside of cardinal 
plateau. 
Ostrea co~gesta Conrad, 1843 
T 
..L ... 
Plate 4., Figures 6; 8 
Conrad,;; 1843., rtept~ Rydrcg. Basi...11. Upper Missouri River., 
s::.c N. Nicollet~ App. C., p. 169 [fide Step:henson., 1941, 
,__ 
p, 10] , Meek and Hayden, 1856, Ac.ad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia 
o v 8 "'· 286· l11·eek 1870/' rr S Geol. Survev Te:'.'r. Rent., 
... roJ- ; 3 ~ ;,1 ='. , ""' .... , ...l- • ;) u. • -- .... .. 
p. 13~ pL 9, figs. la-f; Sta..'1.ton, 1893, U. S. Gaol. S·.irvey 
" 2.06, p. 55., pl. 2, figs. 2-4,; Weller., New Jersey Geol. 
Survey Paleontolog-g, v. 1~, p. ' ., c' 4.x:-, 
Shrock, 191.;4) p. 395, 
pl. 43, 
. 1-2. 
fig. Shirr.er and 
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}.}::_~·Jc:~c-~:..e;t:i_.:;i·~~~--3}1e2-: sm.2._;_..!...,; the in.d2..vidua.ls o.f"ten. crolrded closely 
cor_sidc:i_ .... abJ .. ·s r.:.~:r~::;er·s !t sc a.s -'.:,o a.ss1.;..se te 
cf u-:~/~3..chn:cL.t cf the lo1~1e1~ \/c,l·ve l:s..rge :..· ::.ey0nG ... ,r:t.ich 
deflected upward at s 
por-tic11; ·valve flat or a :it -cle co11cave, i1.a"'1ing 
a-.:,tac::1ed portion of the lower valve (Weller, 1907, 
p. 43S). 
g:co-vlS in tigl1t clusters .. Tl1e J. specimens four1d in 3:.Ywm.ari Cour.;.ty in the 
?ie1~re Shale a~e a.ttacf1.&d in a small cluster· to an I:."'".:_Oce:camus ( 1<:r1docostea) 
Stephenson (1941., p. 106) and Meek (1876> p. 14) both :-eported 
f::..nding with C. Preservation 
of tha layers of is usually poor, consequently 
is not usually four_d whole. 
-- ·@l) Cat. No. 13338. 
Loca:_ity e.nd stratigraphic posi.-::,ion.--69-9b ix: trie shale 4 feet 
alJove the Beaver Creek probably from the B~culites reesidei Zo~e. 
Ostrea. s:p. 
?late 2, Figure 10 
Y.ta.terial r, --Nun:erou.s f~agments ta}cen. from the shale arid sow.e 
fragments r:oted ..; ':'.l the concretions. 
Re:1.a::c'ks.--The material is badly crushed an.a u:nidentifiable as 
to species. The fossils a.re too large and are broken up vtl th the 
cessicatiol'~ of the Pierre Shale, 
--None ta:,:en. 
--69-9b in thG Pierre S11&le 
L fee·~ aOove Little Bea·ver Creei<: .. 
VENEROIDA 
Family LUCINIDAE 
Subf arni:.y L 
Genus 1797 
Spenglerj 
mere or less circtlar; lenticu:ar; 
o:h surfa;:;e characters va.r:'...a.ble3 poste:rior 
az1 oblique sulcus _; lu.1:ule well-
def:.1:ed.; soc1etirnes ·verf/ deep; hin.ge usua.lly ""Ni-ch t··do diverging 
co.r"dinal a.:id ti/JG lateral in ea~p. valve; latera.l teeth and 
one of the car·di::1.a.ls sometimss obsolete; exte:c-11al; or 
sometimes ra:tl-ser seated between the of t:te valves J 
ri:.-c~sc~..:la:i.,. ss~ons VJeJ..l de:tinedj tr.1.e arrt .. erio,4A o:'le elongated 
·w:.. tJ:ir:.. tl:.e v:eil ma.i.,..ked s irrrple lir:.e,; in. terior surf2..(:e 
t~li-c[_iil t~J.e callia.l liri-e rnore or less rugose; and cften .. I'J.aving an 
linear fi:..rrow in each· valve (T'1'E;ek, 18?6~ p. 130) • 
-----
. -~Tha rugose cha.ra.cter of the area inside ttie pallial 
makes sei:)a::a,tior-:r. of sb.ell rna.te:rial a:.rid the in.te1'°'nal mold 
Ci: 1;\reatl1.ered specin1ens the 1L""1.es are prominent. 
Ge11eric: rangs.--Upper Cretaceous-Recent 
Subgenus Olsson;, 1965 
"- ~~ · .~-~s.; s QDe"'gle·-J c,l11a.l.Cc .. :.. ....., u... .i..- 7 :J 1784. 
well spaced~ stro~ger posteriorly: 
n~arked; assymmetrical, elongate., ~1.arrcw. 
wea.kened.i a,."11,terior scars distant fror:i 
· · c~er_._.u1~+e (C~avan. 1969, p. N492). J..r.Lr:e r r:1arg::..n .... - - -i.J. ,; _ 
range.--Uppe~ Cretaceous-Recent. 
L·J.cina (L,.cina) occidenta.J.is (Morton), 1842 
Plate 2J Figures 6, 7 
1842., J~our .. lica.d .. Iiat. Sci. ?hilad 
fig. 3 
(f{c~ton.) • Iv.Ieek and Ifuyderi., l\fa.t .. Sci. ?hi::iadelphia 
:o. 298., ~:,'l. 17, figs. L:.c..-d; Shimer and ShrockJ 1944., p. 423., 
168, 22-23. 
-Shell broad-oval, ra.ther thick., 
antericr side broa.dly rounded; casal border 
semi-ovo.:tc ir.: ou:t.:=..ir.;.e:: ti.:e m.ost prorr!inen.t pa.rt to1ia.rd t~ .. e 
UStta.lly 
to the 
si:c:u.o:1s 
S1-1rf2.ce 
from nea:..""" 
bc:.ck-vra.rd ar.:.d d ovrfP>Jard 
ext~amity,; dcrsal ·tvrder nea.rly :; or f·a.ir1tly 
1/e1-y slightly in.. front of the be~ks;; co:r:rex, 
sloping behind; beaks depressed:> sma.ll and ilearly 
i~cnt:le 1~:i.:r1.ceolate, sr~a.ll: and sl'1a.llo1~15 or somei0hat exca·vated .. 
o:cJ.12x.-:e~1.ted }Jy 1,,rer'·y distir-1.ct, rather regular; concentric lines.; 
also show obscure radiating marks on the inner 
"l ..., ~ '\ p. J...)~.) 0 
that :ra.YJ.ge £'::.·om one almost complete 
specimen to decorticated badly weathered internal molds. 
--This abundant species was assigned to t:b.is genus on 
t~1e basis of its size 2 crer:.:uia te lanceolate lm~ule 7 and rugose 
natl!re the area ,vi thin tr!e pallial :nargin. 
L, (L.) occidentalis is scmewhat larger tharl the species of 
described by .Stephenson. (1941, p. 1.89-19 3) from the Neylandville 
of 'Texas;; L (L,) occide:c:talis is qu.i:te like 
by Wade (1926., p, 82) from the Ripley Formation 
b~t ~as less i::lC"t.rrved beaks and less well developed prosopon. 
.-- H L w 
30,7 a:.m. ,9 mm. 25.8 rn.rn. 
"' 
= J n "' 1 n = 3 ,;..,.:,, .,,, 
in place 4G feet 
a.bove Little Ekiaver Creck.i .snd float from 69-4; 69-8., 69-13~ ar.d 69-18. 
Superfamily CP~.SSATELLACEA 
Family ltST.AF.TDAE 
Subf a.r:cily ERIPEYLilii"AE 
Genus Eriphylcpsis ¥1eek, 1876 
to rou.n.ded; rath.er sr:ia.ll; 
with > lunt;l.e rather bread~ 
a:ater::.cY- lo.terals a.r ... d le.:tt valve posterior 
:.ate:"als J arrd ar1terior cardix1als more or less ir1. 
pro2-or:gat:::.on of their la:t.erals; stout posterior cardiri.als (Chavan, 
1959.,. p. 570). 
differs from Eriphyla in that 
the l ur1ul.e of the latter is cr.1.ucJ:1 more depressed a.r::.d one cardinal ..I.. ..t..., L.1001..tn 
t valve is ~used to the nym.phal thickeninga 
has tw0 cardinals on the right va:::!.. ve ar.ii one on the left. The cardinal 
the opposite. 
Ger1er-ic :range Q --Upper, Cretaceous. 
Zriphy::;..cpsis gregaria i\1eek., 1876 
Plate Figures 19, 21 
:roe., v. 8, p. 84. 
( · d rr a ) v · ., 87,. U S GeoL Survey Jlf.!Bek an, nay en. Lieex, .L. o., , • 
Terr .. ,; v. 9, p. 124, pl. 17, figs. 9a-b. 
?:'1eek • Ch.av.a._~, 1969, in T~eatise on invertebrate 
paleontology, . N, v. 2, p. NS70, figs. E68, 3. 
:< l 
Q ') 
u;, 
ro11:.--;.d ed ar1.d 
convex; ar1tsr~or 
ou:'.:.2.ir~e in =rcir~, c OY-:..\}·2.x: 
br·ca.Cer .::ot cre:r.:.ula:te · 
more Oeb.ir:d; 
elevated rat::e~ pointed, i.ncu_rved, 
approxim2.te, 
the m.iddleo 
.; located in advance of 
orriat:er,.-;:,ed by distinct regular concen-;:;,ric 
costae ar.:.d .f"1 r1e . -. ~ .,_. c·· . -, "7,, ·21.' oosc't.:.re .L::..nes 01 grow-C!: hee.k.; ..LO o., p •. l. 4i. 
--Forty complete and incomplete specimens that vary 
from well preserved to badly decorticated. 
Re 0::a.:d-rn.--This little bivalve is abundant in the shale at 
locality 59-9b and L'- all but the barren concretions from. other 
localities, The specimens that a.re collected .from concretions a.:r-e 
badly decortice.ted b-.:t the best preservation is :Ln. specimens free in 
the ~sfiale . +' v.:.1e species is small enough to escape from being 
brol{er. wl:en cracks form i~ the shale. The prosopon and 
internal snall characteris~ics are excellently preserved. 
1Jieascram.ents .-- H 1 w 
4.4 m.ru h.9 mm 2.6 mm 
n ;:: 10 V\ J.L = 10 n =- 10 
Ey~otypes,--Ur-ID Ca~. No. 13310~ 13311. 
T.ocal ities and stratigr~phic positions~--69-9a., 69-9b., in place 
·h • ,,, -"',~ m. +"'<> ?::1.c,,1i+es r,"'"'s-_;,.;e.; Zone: 69-6., 69-8. 69-9c., 69-10, 
~.Jro""'ao..1...; ... J...;,, OL ul.;.1.:;J .:...;._ ;,..w.._ u ........... u ..t.. - "' .., 
1'9 ., ,.. t.9 1.., 0 -.:....C:..j V - I;; float. 
Superfar.1ily CARDIACEA 
CARDIIDAE 
Subfamily ?ROTOCfl~'IDIINAE 
Gen~s Protocardia Beyrich, 1845 
a • 
-:-·---c~c-·---·--c---·--'-----· --Stoll globose., , or ray~e"2..3r 
\t3:i:_··-- m.ore or less gibbo11s,; va.l11e:2: 
·t.,.Jl2-C~C; .C~CE58d behir-J_C; S'J.~·f~.ce iTiB,Tl-ced l-JitJ:-.1. Z\S.di2. cust;::.:e or 
S\~rin.e 0::.1 the I.iOSter·ior t~'lird or aI..:.d corrcer.:.tric stria.e 
costae s or sorn.etir.:es sracoth on tl'ie siOes ar~d f':.r.ont; free 
0-f' v;:1l,,rr-,s ~.:,r,:,_np ,-,r i,:::,c,;:: cre·,-;,:i·"e -c,~-'-1-.1·-,.., no--'-~-~: rl d 
-- ~ - ·--- - ~- --~- .... a. l; v,_ :,.;.~ •• _ ~ ;,c;.i ..LC y:; EL1 
sr.1ootr.i. 
sor,:s sections 
l-'. 171) . 
of 
,• 
s"Cror1g., 
line }Jith 
and not dif'fering from 
-~ . ("r 1 1Q7/' sma.L-"- sinus 1•ieeK., u o J 
--Upper Triassic-Upper Creta.ceous .. 
Meek, 1876 
Evans and Shumard) 1857. 
vez-y 
poste1~:.or 
po steric:-- t~1~rd cf t::e 
crenula. ti o:cs 
within; pa.llial line 
-72' 
the 
VJi tf'.1. t V'10 
sh~low s2-:1uses 1876., p. 
.l.' ) • 
--Lower Cretaceous-Opper Cretacso~s. 
Protoca:r·dj_a (Lep-coca:cdia) rare. (Evan.s and Shumard), 1857 
Plate 1, Figures 10, 13 
Cc:.rdium ::.~a.rum Evans a."l.d Shumard., 1877 ;;. St. Louis Acad. Sci. Tra.11s • ., 
Card.., um (?rotccardia) rarum (Evans and Shumard). Meek., 1864., Checklist 
o:: ";:,J::e irwerteb:rate fossils of North America, v. 7, no. 7) 
p. 12. 
Heek.,, U. s. Geol. 
17., figs. la-c. 
I 
suOtrur.co.ted; c1}.Y· ;"'2..ce 
2..~i--a.=.1.z.~d,:,i concstr~ric: lin ..e0> c~~ossed 
o~osaiete 
re2,ch t:1e ~,;h.i8:1 on t:-.i.is 
(Evans a:::-~ Shumard~ 
p . 
.. -- - '.:.\:: n C 
-------
ti:~1is species l'la.s not Oeer1 
elsewhere. 
1-.:.a,s a tb.ir.;..:."1er is more 
' 
a'1d is not. as corrapressed 
a.r·ea. 1Ieek and 
ti:.e Fox Forcn.atio~, is small ar..d -!-h--ir L,,..4 __ ..._4 is 
R 
r.. = :::..c 
cor1c~etior:s cccurrin.g as float. 
Ge::-1us 
l.J 
S. 8 rri,1 
n =.; lO 
K!\.CTP,ACEA 
YUtCT RiJJAE 
w 
3. 7 mm. 
n 10 
Lirir1aeus,. 1767 
Lin.c"leaus, 
C-'7ate to 
cee~o:; 
o:r a in-ver~ed -.;l- sl'l3.:?ed 
- ' 
- . -· n't rf"l1_....ey, ..... -·, ::::o ~- ~·(Y'. •• ,:CJ_I: ·-· 
.1_a -c,erai t,ee v ~ ,., • .r.:. .·- v _...., - --· __ ...._ ~ 
~:)~a.t visible f1:·on1 the exterior 
the bea.'1'.: above the 
• 
sc~~r of tI10 
sir:us 
=.39). 
Gen.eric ra.nge "--Eccene-P£cei1.t .. 
I{actra 
Plate l, Figure 44 
of the a.ttac!'led .. 
Rer:i2J.'°*ks ~ --TJ:-;.ese specimens were placaC in. this gen.us ~Ji.th 
i,..eserva-c,ion.s o ter hesitates to e~"'tend the range of this genus 
on the ba.sis of 4 incomplete specimens but t:1e features of the specimens 
at indicate th~t ~he rn.ay be l'factra.. Ociy l specimen he.d 
a visible ca.rd~nal tooth. The lt: .. ~~le ar1d escutcheon are thin and not 
These specimens diff ei:' f'rom Cyrr,boohora in that they ha:ve a thin 
l~~e on ~he posterior dorsal region a~d are more subtrigo~al than the 
Cy-m.bo-orw:ca found in Bowm.a.n County. 
--urJ'TI Cat. No. 13320. 
T.oca.1-ity and s-cra.tigra-otic -;iosition.--Floa.t from. 69-10., 69-12, 
ar;.d 69-17. 
Ge~1us Cymtcc~10ra. Gabb, 1869 
Ga.bb, 1869. 
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tte 
2.876, p. 20l). 
Ger_e~i.c 
--upper Creta.ceous. 
Meek and Hayden, 1860 
Plate Figure 33; 34 
to molds. 
Rer::a.rks ~--t~Ja.de (1926~ p. 95) reported this species of 
from the Ripley Formation in Tennessee and the specimens he 
figured' resemble the Pierre specimens. One of the Pierre Shale 
been ic,ushed askew a:nd the chondrophcre is eJ..'-posed, but 
the. A-shaped structure describes is not visible. The lanceolate 
escucheon is only l tiTell preserved specim.en. 
Tl:e is also found in the Nacotoch Sand, Neylandville 
~arl, and Keffiu Clay in 1exas (Ste?henson, 1941, p. 281); the P~pley 
Formation in Ter,I1essee (Wade, 1926) p. 95); and the Upper Cretaceous 
on the Pacific Coast (P.  ..rh::rson, 19.58~ P• 69). 
¥TY,7' c-, C xr 133"' c' . ' 1 j- "1/ 
--UW.1 \.,3:1-,. l\OS. .l..:;;:i:, a;.10 ~ j O. 
· · · · · · · · c.9 10 Locs,lit:y- a.nd s-cra:c:.gra1;)h1.c posi ,:;ion.--v - , float. 
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Superf 
CUSPID.f,.RIIDAE 
Genus Nardo, 1840 
----------~ _J 
cc~:t[:.tiJ or s_J~,::::-·ia:::.c; urr:C1cr1es 
spsc 
eqc:.ivalved. 
'Wi tJ~. ,:l :Str.2.ll, 
' 237), 
ir1 :Cron. t o:f 
a t~1ore or :e ss 
su:Jcircule.r; 
o::'ten &. small 
de,rsloped :costerior 
cf' pallifil line shallow 
--Upper Creta.ceous-P.Ecent. 
s ll, 14 
pccrly prese:.~yed, 'Jr·o~{eE., decorticated specimens. 
-;:,o extr;:ct whole from the concre-
these 
strongly costate, and are 
other 2 ar·a almost identical out have 
lliffl; 5.3 mm; W, 3.7 mm. 
No~ 133060 
-~Co~cretions occurring as 
frora 69-2..0., 69-:2., and 69-l? o 
Class CEPIIALO?OD.i.1\. 
Superorde:c NAOTEOIDEA 
Order 1\fAGTILIDA 
SuborCer~ Ifi1IJTILIJ::A 
Superfam.ily NAL'TILACEA.E 
Fa.mily NAUTILID.AE 
Gent..s H,;,att, 1894 
--Ne.utilus dekayi Rorton., 1834. 
Generic diaf{nosis,--Large., nautiliconic, subglobU::..ar,; broadly 
rounded ventrally ari.d laterally; hypor..omic sinus broc:.d; umtilicus 
usu2lly small to absent; surface nearly smooth., obscure growth lines; 
suture s lig~tly si:1Uous. 
(Morton)., 1834 
?late j 5 1, 2 
JVIorton, 1833, Ar,1erican Jour. Sci. ar:d Arts, v. 23., p. 
291; Acad. Arts and Sci. Mem., n. 
series., v. 5, pp. 405-l;.06; Meek a.nd lfayden, 1856> A.cad. Nat. 
Q • 1.-JCJ... .. Philadelphia 2roc., v. 8> p. 267; Conrad., 1860,. Acad. Nat. 
ScL Jour. Philadelpr.iaJ ser·. 2., v ~ p. 276. 
-, 
u. 
2a.-e. 
s. Geol. Su.r-;1ey Terr., 
JI 
A 
L··.· 
aDerture 
S'::..rvey 
llOl:; 
~6-558; ~{a.de, 1926., 
; }/filler., 
')() 
·.-r 
u. s. 
7 > 
Gaol!> 
pj_s. 55-67, all 
s. Soc. P~oc.; v. 
.. S llY'il G ;/ 
::lo 
.... v ;; J u. s . 
pl. 3, 
Univ. Pub. 
Sec, 23,. pp • 
. Ser .. , 
. 61, V • 
.;...._,,_~-----....:.·--Large, subgloou.la.r, semi-circular cross section; 
bears 2. wide moderately deep Ventral sim.:s; lateral margins 
:, 
y umbilicus small, closed; sutures almost straight; siphon 
liurr:er-o-;;!.s fr .. a.gmen.ts 
Richards: 
, p. 104). 
specimens;. 1 very la:rge and 3 small. 
consistir:.2 of individual camarae and body 
- . . 
presented a complete 
( U1,vf' .,- " r, /\ ... u .... vu __ ai!d .its s1~bspec Us the shape 
of ~he cross sect~on as cri terio~1..7 also proposed that E. 
Reeside as 
a cc,11:;10:r~ to abur,.dar::,:t, species i.'"l. the 
I1any 
the sep~arian-like concretions. 
l1a.s beer.: scribed frora Paleocer.Le arl.c:S" 
a 
aperture diarc.eter than E. dekayi. 
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Baculites grandis? Hall and Meek, 1854 
Plate 4, Figure 1 
Baculites grandis Hall and Meek, 1854, Am.. Acad. Arts and Sci. Mem., 
v. 5, p. 402, pl. 7, figs: 1-2; pl.· 8, figs. 1-2; pl. 6, fig. 
10; Meek, u. s. Geol. Survey ~err. Rept., v. 9, p. 398, pl. 
33, figs. la-c; Wade, 1926, U. s. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 137, 
p. 182, pl. 60, figs. 8 and 12; Elias, 1933, Kansas Univ. Sci. 
Bull., v.- 21, no~ 9, p. 307, pl. 31, figs ... la-b; pl. 34, figs. 
4-5a-c. 
Diagnosis.--Shell large, elongate; dorsum broadly convex, venter 
slightly more narrowly convex; strong, broad lateral undulations begin 
dorsally and are adapically convex, become obsolete posteriorly; ventral 
wrinkles absent in adult stage; suture digitation complex, saddles with 
broad stems. 
Material.--One large, crushed, badly weathered specimen. 
Remarks.--This large baculite has been placed tentatively in 
this species. The material is badly crushed and broken into 3 parts 
which interfered with study of the convexity of the body chamber. The 
suture pattern is typical of B. grandis with its broad stemmed saddles 
and slightly narrower lobe stems. The degree of dissection of the lobes 
and saddles can be compared with B. ovatus, a sma.ller species, which is 
quite complex (Elias, 1933, p. 308). 
Meek (1876, p. 399) reported B. grandis in the Fox Hills but 
in a personal note to Elias (1933, p. 309), Raeside stated that B. 
_grandis is from the Upper Pierre Shale. 
Measurements .--L, ca. 111.0 mm; GD, ca. 482 mm. 
Hypotype.--UND Cat. No. 13334. 
.•. 
'· 
intact. 
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Locality and stratigraphi·c position.--69-;I.O. 
Baculites.cf. B. baculus 
Plate 6, Figures 2, 3 
Material.--One broken specimen with .some nacreous shell material 
Remarks.--This specimen somewhat resembles Meek 1 s (1876, p. 
397, figs~ 51-52) specimen described as Baculites ovatus var. baculus 
in his discussion of B. ova.tus. The specimen from Bowman County is 
stoutly ovate and has a suture pattern digitation slightly similar to 
B. ovatus var. baculus, but differs from Meek's in that the bases of 
the lobes on Meekls specimen are narrower. 
Measurements.- ... TA, 40 .• 0 mm; GD, .54.2 mm. 
HyPotype.--UND Cat. No. 13335. 
Locality and stratigraphic position.--69.,.9b in shale bank above 
Little Beaver Creek, Baculite reesidei Range Zone. 
Baculites sp. 
Plate 7, Figures 1, 2 
Material.--Ten broken ex:foliated specimens. 
Remarks.--These forms somewhat correspond to Elias 1 s description 
of B. compressus s. 1. but have an average size much smaller than B. 
compressus s. 1. The forms,found may represent immature individuals 
of B. reesidei because they are smooth flanked and compressed, but they 
have no ventral wrinkles. The suture pattern is not extremely digitate 
and the base of the lobes are fairly wide. The. degree of taper is 
quite extreme compared to other Baculites found. 
1. _____ ... __ 
b 
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Measurements .--TD, 11.4 mm; GD, 20.0 mm. 
Hypotype.--UND Cat. No. 13345. 
Locality and stratigraphic position.--69-9a in place above 
Little Beaver Creek in concretion from Upper Baculites reesidei Zone 
or at least below B. baculus Zone. 
Family NOSTOCERATIDAE 
Genus Exiteloceras Hyatt, 1894 
Type species (subsequent designation, Diener, 192.5).--Ancyloceras 
jenneyi Whitfield, 1880. 
Generic diagnosis.--Large, loosely coiled; strong ribs occasion-
ally intercalated, ribs die out on venter; each primary rib with 2 strong 
ventral nodes; cross-section oval, slightly flattened on venter. 
Generic range.--Campanian. 
Exiteloceras sp. 
Plate 5, Figures 3, 4 
M.a.terial.--One fragmented body chamber. 
Remarks.--An arcuate portion of the body chamber was the only 
evidence of this form and was placed with some uncertainty in this genus 
using Whitfield's description (1877, p. 42) and the figures in the 
Treatise (Arkell and others, 19.57, p. 224, fig. 2.51, 7a-b). 
Measurements.--1, 82.0 mm; TD, 42.0 mm. 
Hypotype.--UND Cat. No. 133L1. 
Locality and stratigraphic position.--69-12, float. 
Genus Solenoceras Conrad, 1860 
-
JI 
, 
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T;ype species.--Hamites annulifer Morton, 1842. 
Generic diagnosis.--Shell small, thin, subcylindrical; subovate, 
2 or 3 shafts; ribs strong ventrally and laterally, disappear on venter, 
rarely intercalate, 2 ventral nodes on each; septa simple; umbilicus 
rarely large. 
Generic range.--Campanian-Maestrichtian. 
Solenoceras sp. 
Plate 4, Figures 4, 5, 7 
Material.--Three fragmented specimens. 
Rema.rks.--These species resemble Solenoceras mortoni a species 
that Meek (1876, p. 412) identified as Ptychoceras mortoni. Ptzchoceras 
is a Lower Cretaceous genus that does not possess ventral nodes and 
unlike Solenoceras it has more intricate septa. The Bowman County speci-
men is also similar to S. texanum Stephenson taken from the Neylandville 
Marl and the Nacatoch Sand in Texas (Stephenson, 1941, p. 399). 
This small cephalopod is difficult to remove from the matrix 
of the concretions because of its delicate shell material. The camerae 
are not very well filled with calcite and if the concretions are 
broken wrong, the fossil disintegrates. 
Measurements.--None taken. 
Hypotypes.--UND Cat. Nos. 13337, and 13339. 
Superfamily SCAPHITACAE 
Family SCAPHITIDAE 
Subfamily SCAPHITINAE 
Genus Hoploscaphites Nowak, 1911 
--·-----·-.. s----------== 
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Type species.--Scaphites constrictus Sowerby, 1817 • 
. Generic diagnosis.--Compressed and flat sided to slightly inflated; 
ventro-lateral nodes begin on penultimate whorl and cover most of shaft 
stopping well short of aperture in some speci~s; nodes may or may not 
be present near umbilicus; ribs increase by intercalation, bifurcation 
or trifurcation, thicken near umbilicus and become sinuous; .first lateral 
loke of suture strongly bi.furcate; umbilicus small. 
Generic range.--Campanian to Maestrichtian. 
Hoploscaphites c.f. H. nicolleti (Morton, 1842?) Meek, 1876 
Plate 6, Figures 6, 7 
Ma.terial.--Two specimens, 1 in excellent condition and complete; 
1 with body chamber broken of.f • 
. Rema.rks.--This small specimen is more· compressed than other 
species of Hoploscaphites. Two or 3 intercalated ribs occur between 
each primary rib on the slightly rounded venter and become sinuous on 
the .flanks. Nodes are present only on each ventral shoulder and occur 
on only part o.f the shaft. 
Early variants of H. nicolleti occur as far down in the Pierre 
Shale as the Mobridge Member (Waage, 1968, p. 140) and indicate an 
evolutionary trend of the species. Waage (1968 1 p. 140) believed the 
evolutionary trends in shi.fting patterns could be valuable in the 
placement of faunas within the Fox Hills Formation and, thus; the 
finding of further specimens in the Pierre Shale might be useful in 
Pierre strat~graphy. 
The Pierre Shale form found is compressed with the sides almost 
parallel with the flank converging toward the hook. There are only 2 
1111 
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parallel rows of nodes and they occur on each sholder. 
Mea.surements.--Thickness of umbilicus, 16.9 mm; H, 55.0 mm; 
TA, approximately 18 mm. 
Hypotype.--OND Cat. No. 13347. 
Location and stratigraphic position.--69-6, float; 69-9c, float. 
Hoploscaphites quadrangularis (Meek and Hayden), 1860 
Plate 4, Figure 2 
Sca.phites nodosus var~ guadrangularis Meek and Hayden., 1860,. Acad. Nat. 
Sci. Philadelphia Proc., v. 12, p. 420; Meek, 1876, U.S. Geol. 
Survey Terr. Rept., v. 9., p. 428., pl. 25., figs. '2a-c., 3a-c, 4; 
Smith., 1905, Jour. Geol., v. 13, p. 638. 
Acanthoscaphites nodosus var. qua.drangularis Raeside, 1927., U. S. Geel. 
Survey Prof. Paper 150-B, p. 32; Elias, 1933, Kansas Univ. 
Sci. Bull. v. 21, no. 9, p. 322., pl. 37., fig. 3; Shimer and 
Shrock, .1944, p. 591, pl. 246, figs. 4-6. 
Scaphi tes quadrangularis (Meek and Hayden). Jeletzky, 1952., in Cob ban 
and Ree side, Geol. Soc. America Bull. v. 63, p. 1027. 
Diagnosis .--:Small fo~ genus, compressed, narrower body whorl; 
umbilicus larger than H. brevis; umbilical nodes small and close to 
umbilicus, ventral nodes on periphery., diminishing before reaching aper-
ture; aperture collared; sub-quadrate cross section. 
Material.--One broken shaft with aperture. 
Remarks.--The smaller size and prominent nodes near umbilicus 
dif!erentiate this species from H. brevis. 
Measurements.--Non~ taken. 
Hypotype.--UND Cat. No. 13335. 
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Locality a.nd ·stratigraphic position.--69-12, concretion occurring 
as float, probably from the Baculites reesidei Zone. 
Hoplosca.phi tes brevis (Meek), 1876 
Plate 8, Figure 8 
Scaphites (Ammonites?) nodosus Owen, 1852, Geol.. Survey Iowa, Wis., 
and Minn. Rept. , p. 580; Meek and Hayden, 1860, A cad. Nat. Be i. 
Philadelphia Proc.; v. 12, p. 420; Meek, 1864, Smithsonian 
Check-list N. Amer. Fossils., p. 24. 
Scaphites nodosus var. brevis Meek, 1876, U. S. Geol. Survey Terr. Rept., 
v. 9, p. 426, pl. 25, figs. la-c. 
Acanthoscaphi tes nodosus brevis (Owen). Shimer and Shrock, 1944, p. 
591, pl. 246, figs. l, 2. 
Scanhites brevis (Meek)~ Jeletzky, 19.54, in Cobban and Raeside, Geol. 
Soc. America Bull., v •. 6J, p. 1027. 
Materials.--Ten almost complete specimens and many fragments 
of early whorls. 
Diagnosis.--Medium to large, somewhat inflated, involute, con-
stricted and collared at aperture; umbilical tubercles approximately 
one-third of way from umbilicus, ventrolateral tubercles on final whorl 
nearly to aperture; shaft short., lower margin of aperture almost touching 
penultimate whorl. 
Remarks.--Jeletzky (19.52, p. 1027) rejected the opinion that 
Scaphites of the nodosus groups belonged to the subgenus Acanthoscaphites 
which has a siphonal row of tubercles. His opinion was that the Sca.phites 
nodosus group is ancestral to Hoploscaphites of the constrictus-nicolleti 
group and to Discoscaphites. 
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Hoploscaphites brevis is common to abundant in the upper Pierre 
in both Montana and North Dakota. It is larger and more inflated than 
H. quadrangularis and has prominent umbilical and ventrolateral nodes 
as compared to the small umbilical nodes of H. plenus. Discoscaphites 
from the Fox Hills is similar to H. brevis and H. quadrangularis but 
has many rows of lateral nodes. 
Measurements.--Specimens are too broken to get any meaningful 
measurements. 
HypotYPe.--UND Cat. No. 13350. 
Localities and stratigraphic position.--69-9a, in place; 69-9c, 
in concretions occurring as float. 
Hoploscaphi tes. sp. 
Plate 8, Figure 1 
Materials.--One broken specimen that consists of the shaft and 
part of the hook. The nacreous material is attached to most of the 
fragment. 
Remarks.--This fragme.nt has a tubercle arrangement typical of 
the genus. The specimen is much inflated and is somewhat similar to 
H. plenus. There is not enough material to make a positive identification. 
Measurements.--Distance between 2 ventrolateral tuberc~es, 
24.1 mm; GT, 58.4 mm; L (of shaft), 79 mm. 
H;ypot~.--OND Cat. No. 13349. 
Locality and stratigraphic position.--69-9c, in concretion 
occurring as float~ 
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Suborder AMMONITINA 
Superfamily HOPLITACEAE 
Family PLACENTICERATIDAE 
Genus Placenticeras Meek, 1870 
Type species.--Ammonit.es placenta Dekay, ·1828. 
Generic diagnosis.--Shell large, discoid, involute; venter 
narrow, with fine clavi; suture with many lobes and saddles; laterally 
smooth or with falcoid ribs; may have umbilical nodes which move up to 
sides on later whorls. 
Remarks.--Placenticeras is similar in outline to Sphenodiscus 
but differs in the nature of the outline. Placenticeras possesses a 
somewhat narrowly flattened venter that is ridged on each margin. 
Sohenodiscus possesses a sharp or rounded venter. The suture pattern of 
Sphenodiscus is phylloid while Placenticeras has a strongly frilled 
suture pattern. 
Generic range.--Upper Santonian-Campanian. 
Placenticeras meeki Boehm, 1898 
Plate 8, Figure 3 
Placenticeras placenta (Dekay). Meek, 1876, U. S. Geol. Survey Terr. 
Rept., v. 9, p. 466, pl. 24, figs. 2a-b. 
Placenticera.s meeki Boehm. Ree side, U. S. Geol. Survey Prof• Paper 
147-A p. 2, pl. 1, figs. 1-7; Reeside, U. s. Geol. Survey Prof. 
Paper 151, p. 29, p. 22, figs. 5-7, pl. 23, figs. 1-2; Stephenson, 
1941,. Texas Univ. Pub. 1il01, p. 431, pl. 91, fig. 1, pl. 92. 
Diagnosis.--Shell compressed, very large, involute; greatest 
transverse diameter at umbilical shoulder; venter very narrow, flat,· 
• 
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with parallel marginal ridge in young specimen, rounded in adult form; 
urabilicus relatively small; intricate branching saddles, digit.ate lobes; 
surface smooth. 
Material.--Three badly broken specimens and 1 large .fragment. 
Remarks.--Stephenson (1941, p. 432) discussed P. meeki that were 
found in the Neylandville Marl and 1 was 780 mm in diameter when the 
living chamber was approximated.· A fragment collected as float along 
the Little Missouri River had a diameter of at least 610 mm without 
approximating the livtng chamber~ 
P. meeki dif.fers from its nearest allies in its much depressed 
.form and narrow venter. This species is foU;nd extensively in the Western 
Interior in the Pierre Shale and formations of equivalent age (Reeside, 
1927, p. 30). 
A badly crushed specimen o.f Placenticeras was also found at· 
locality 69-6 but it is almost impossible to differentiate them from 
Sphenodiscus. 
Measurements.--TD, 115 mm; GD, 610+ mm. 
Localities and stratigraphic position.--69-8, 5 feet above 
Little :Missouri River from Baculites reesidei Zone; 69-6, float. 
Pla.centiceras intercalere Meek, 1876 
Plate 7, Figure 8, 9 
Ammonites placenta. var. intercalare (Mortoh). Meek and Hayden, 1860, 
Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia Proc., v. 7, P· 117. 
?lacenticeras placenta var. intercalaris (Morton). Meek, 1876, U •• S .• 
Geol. Survey Terr. Rept., v. 9, p. 468-469, pl. 23, figs· la-c • 
Placenticeras intercalare Meek. Stephenson, 1941, Texas Univ. Pub. 4J.Ol, 
a • 
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p. 433, pl. 94, figs. 3, 4; Shimer and Shrock, 1944, p. 594, 
pl. 249, figs. 6-8. 
Dia.2:nosis.--Shell medium, lenticula.r umbilicus small; venter 
narrow, flat; 1 row of coarse nodes near umbilicus small; venter bears 
2 margina.l rows of very fine nodes, row of nodes two-thirds of distance 
between inner row and venter; aperture unknown; suture complex. 
Material.--One decorticated specimen bad~y fractured by calcite 
crystal growth. 
Remarks.--This little Placenticeras is rare in the Pierre Shale 
in Bowman County. 
No other Pla.centiceras resembles P. intercalare with its unique 
arrangement of nodes. This species was also collected from the 
Neylandville Marl in Texa.s (Stephenson, 1941, p. 433). 
Mea.surements.--The specimen was too badly fractured to get 
measurements of any value. 
Hypotype.--UND Cat. No. 13348. 
Locality and stratigraphic position.--Concretion occurring as 
float, 69-12. 
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Figures 1, 
l. 
3. 
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PLATE I 
3. Cylindrotruncatum cf. C. demurs um Sohl. 
Apical view of internal mold of UND specimen 13295, x e2 • 
Specimen found in a concretion occurring as float at 
locality 69-12, Pierre Shale, Bowman County, North Dakota. 
Apertural view of internal mold of UND specimen 13295, x 3. 
Figures 2, 17, , 36. Drepanochilus sp. 
2. Side view of external surface of UND specimen 13280, x 
Specimen found in place at locality 69-9a, Pierre Shale, 
Bowman County, North Dakota. 
17. Side view of internal mold of UND specimen 13301, x 1~. 
Specimen found in a concretion occurring as float at 
locality 69-12, Pierre Shale, Bowman County, North Dakota. 
31. Side view of external surface of UND specimen 13302'; x 1\. 
Specimen from Pine Unit south of Glendive, Montana. A 
36. Side view of external surface of UND specimen 13302, x 1\. 
Figure 4. 
4. 
Specimen from Pine Unit south of Glendive, Monta..~a. 
Cylicnna sp. 
Side view of internal mold of UND specimen 13291, x 3. 
Specimen found in place at locality 69-9a, Pierre Shale, 
Bowman County, North Dakota. 
Figure S. Oligoptycha concinna (Hall and Meek). S. Side view of internal mold of UND specimen 13290, x 3. 
Figures 6, 
6. 
27. 
Figure 7. 
7. 
Note ornamentation on mold. Specimen found in a concretion 
occurring as float at locality 69-12, Pierre Shale, Bowman 
County, North Dakota. 
27. Cylindrotruncatum sp .. 
Side view of external surface of UND specimen 13284, x 2\ .. 
Note carinate upper margin. Specimen found in a concretion 
occurring as float at locality 69-8, Pierre Shale, Bowman 
Cou.~ty, North Dakota. 
Side view of external surface of UND specimen 13292', x 2. 
Denta.lium gracile (Ha~l and Meek). . 
Side view of external surface of UND specimen 13292, x 1. 
Specimen found in place at locality 69-9b, Pierre Shale, 
Bowman County, North Dakota. 
Figures 8, 9. Limopsis par'}iula (Meek and Hayden). 8. Exterior of left valve of UND specimen 13303, x ~- Specimen 
found in place at locality 69-9b, Pierre Shale, owman 
County, North Dakota. 
Interior of left valve of UND specimen 13304 x 2. 9. 
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Figures 10, ?rotocardia (Lentocardia) rara (Evans and Shumard). 
10. Mold of interior of UND specimen 13305, x 2. Specimen 
found in a concretion occurring as float at locality 
69-12, Pierre Shale, Bowman County, North Dakota. 
13. Posterior view of internal mold of UND specimen 13306., x 2. 
Specimen found in a concretion occurring as float at locality 
69-12, Pierre Shale, Bowman County, North Dakota. 
Figures 11, 14. Cus:eidaria sp. 
Internal mold of left valve of UNu specimen 13306, x 2. 
Specimen found in a concretion occurring as float at locality 
69-12, Pierre Shale, Bowman CountJ'.:., North Dakota. 
14. Dorsal view of UND specimen 1330,S~x 2. 
Figures 12, 15, 23, JO. Eusnira obliquata (Hall ac~d Meek). 
12. Side view of external surface of UND specimen 13285, x 2. 
Specimen found in a concretion occurring as float at locality 
69-12, Pierre Shale, Bowman County, North Dakota. 
15. Apertural view of UND specimen 13307J x 2. Specimen found 
in a concretion occurring as float at locality 69-12, Pierre 
Shale, Bowman County, North Dakota. 
2J. Side view of external surface of UND specimen 13308, x J. 
Specimen found in a concretion occurring as float at locality 
69-12, Pierre Shale, Bowman County, North Dakota. 
JO. Apertural view of uND specimen 13309, x 2. Specimen found 
in a concretion occurring as float at locality 69- , Pierre 
Shale, Bowman County, North Dakota. 
Figure 16. 
16. 
Figure 18. 
18. 
Figures 19, 
19. 
Figure 20. 
20. 
Atira nebrascensis (~eek and Hayden). 
Side view of decorticated internal mold of UND specimen 
13288, approximately x 3, Specimen found in a concretion 
occurring as float at locality 69-12, Pierre Shale,. Bowman 
County, North Dakota. 
Anchura sp. 
Apertural view of Ul\1JJ specimen 13283, x 2. Specimen found 
in a concretion occurring as float at locality 69-12, Pierre 
Shale, Bowman County, North Dakota. 
21. Eriphylopsis gre~aria Meek. . _ . ~ .. 
Exterior of right valve of UND specimen 133~0, x 3. ~pecimen 
found in place at locality 69-9b, Pierre Shale, Bowman County, 
North Dak:ota. 
Interior of right valve of UND specimen 13311, x J. Specimen 
found in place at locality 69-9b, Pierre Shale, Bowman County, 
North Dakota. 
Malletia sp. 
Interior mold of left valve of UND sp~cimen 13312, x 2. 
Specimen found in a concretion occurring as float at locality 
69-12, Pierre Sha.le, Bowman County, North Dakota. 
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Figures !il, L.3. Pteria linguaformis (Evans and Shurr.ard). 
!i1. Exterior of left valve of UND specimen 13317, x 2. Specimen 
found in a concretion occurring as float at locality 69-12, 
Pierre Shale, Bowman County, North Dakota. 
L.3. Internal mold of right valve of UND specimen 13318, x 2. 
Figure h2. 
42 • 
Figure G.4. 
44. 
Figure 45', 
45. 
Specimen found in place at locality 69-9a, Pierre Shale, 
Bowmar1 County, North Dakota. 
Inoceramus (Endocostea) fjbrosa (Meek and Hayden) 
.internal mold of right valve of UND specimen 13319, x l. 
Specimen found in a concretion occurring as float at locality 
69-10, Pierre Shale, Bowman County, North Dakota. 
Jlrlactra? sp. 
Internal mold of left valve of UND specimen 13320, x 2. 
Specimen found in a concretion occurring as float at locality 
69-12, Pierre Shale, Bowma.~ County, North Dakota. 
Pyrifusus? sp. 
Rubber cast from exterior mold of UND specimen 13294, x 
3/4. Specimen found in a concretion occurring as float 
at locality 69-10, Pierre Shale, Bowman County, North Dakota. 
Figure 46.' Modiolus meeki (Evans and Shumard). 
46. Internal mold of right valve of UND specimen 13321, x 2. 
Specimen found in place at locality 69-9a, Pierre Shale, 
Bowman County~ North Dakota. 
Figures 47, 48. Turritella macnaryensis? (Wade). 
47, Apertural view of UND specimen 13281, x 2. Specimen found 
in place at locality 69-9b, Pierre Shale, Bowman County, 
North Dakota. 
48. Detail of spire of UND specimen 13281, approximately x 4. 
, 
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PLATE II 
Figure l. Nucula sp. 
1. Internal mold of right valve of UND specimen 13322, x 2. 
Figure 2. 
2. 
Figures 3, 
3. 
4. 
,..,. 
1.! igure 5. 
5. 
Figures 6, 
6. 
7. 
Figure 8. 
8. 
Figure 9. 
9. 
Figure 10. 
10. 
Specimen found in a co .. 1.cretion occurring as float at locality 
69-12, Pierre Shale, Bowman County, North Dakota. 
Nemodon sulcatinus (Evans and Shumard). 
Right valve of internal mold of mm specimen 13323,, approx-
imately x 3, Specimen found in a concretion occurring as 
float at locality 69-12, Pierre Shale, Bowman County, North 
Dakota. 
4. Inocera.mus (Endocostea) barabini sulcatinus (Evans and 
Shumard). 
Dorsal view of internal mold of right valve of UND specimen 
13324, x 1. Note hinge line. 
Right valve of UND specimen 13324, x 1. 
?Syncyclonema vigida (Hall and Meek). 
Internal mold of right valve of UND specimen 13325, x 4. 
Specimen found in a concretion occurring as float at locality 
69-12, Pierre Shale, Bowman County, North Dakota. 
7. Lucina (Lucina) occidentalis (~~rton). 
Dorsal view of exteri_or of UND specimen 13326, x 1. Specimen 
found in place at locality 69-9a, Pierre Shale, Bowman 
County, North Dakota. 
Exterior of left valve of IJJ:.i1) specimen 13326, x 1. 
Gervillia sp. 
External view of left valve of U:ID specimen 13327, x 
Specimen found in a concretion occurring as float at locality 
69-10, Pierre Shale, Bowman County, North D~kota. 
Inoceramus sp. A. 
Decorticated surface 
approximately x 4/5. 
69-9c, Pierre Shale, 
of left valve of UND specimen 13328, 
Specimen found as float at locality 
Bowman County, North Dakota. 
Ostrea sp. . 1 Interior of right valve of UND specimen 13329, x 1~. 
Specimen found in place at locality 69-9b, Pierre Shale, 
Bowman County, North Dakota. 
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PLATE V 
Figures l, 2. ~utrephoceras dekazi (Morton). 
:. Ventral view of internal mold of UND specimen 13340, x 
1. Specimen found in a concretion occurring as float at 
locality 69-12, Pierre Shale, Bowman County, North Dakota. 
2. Right lateral view of internal mold of UND specimen 13340, X l. 
Figures 3, 4. EA"iteloceras sp. 
J. Ventral view of internal mold of UND specimen 13341, x 1. 
Specimen found in a concretion occurring as float at locality 
69-12, Pierre Shale, Bowman County, North Dakota. 
4. Right lateral view of interipr mold of UND specimen 13341, X 1. 
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PLATE VI 
:?igures 1, /..i.. Baculites reesidei (Elias). 
1. Left lateral view of internal mold of ill\1D specimen 13342, 
x 1. Note burrows. Specimen found as float at locality 
69-9c, Pierre Shale, Bowman County, North Da.kota. 
4. Left lateral view of exterior of UND specimen lJJ44, x 1 . 
.Figures 2, J. Baculites cf. B. ba.culus. 
2. Right lateral view of partially exfoliated internal mold of 
UND specimen 13343, x 1. Specimen found as float at locality 
69-9c, Pierre Shale, Bowman County, North Dakota. 
J. Dorsal view of exterior of pa:rtially exfoliated internal 
mold of UND specimen lJJl.J.J, x 1. 
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PLATE VII 
2. Baculites sp. 
Right lateral view of internal mold of UJ.IID specimen 13345, 
x 1. Soecimen found in a concretion occurring as float 
at locaiity 69-12, Pierre Shale, Bowman County, rforth Dakot·a .. 
Anterior view of internal mold of UN.D specimen 13345, .x 1. 
4,·5. Baculite reesidei (Elias). 
Anterior view of UND specimen 13346, x 1. Note atypical 
outline of body chamber and small B. reesidei inside. 
Specimen found as float at locality 69-9c, Pierre Shale,. 
Bowman County, North Dakota. 
Posterior view of UND specimen 13346, x 1. Note tYPical 
B. reesidei outline. 
Right lateral view of exterior of UND specimen 133L6, x 
1. Note interruption of growth pattern. 
7. Hoploscaphites cf. H. nicolletti (Meek). 
Left lateral view of exterior of UJ.1..TD specimen 13347, x 1. 
Specimen found in a concretion occurring as float at locality 
69-9c, Pierre Shale, Bowman County, North Dakota. 
Ventral view of exterior of UND specimen 13347, x 1. 
Figures 8, 
8. 9. Placenticeras intercalare Meek. Right lateral view of exterior of UND specimen 1JJL8, x 
l. Specimen i'ound in a concretion occurring as float at 
locality 69-12, Pierre Shale, Bowman County, North Dakota. 
Ventral view of exterior of UND specimen 1JJL8, x 1. 9. 
II 
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PLATE VIII 
Figure 1. Hoploscaphites sp. 
1. Left lateral view of exterior of UN1) specimen 13349, x l. 
Figure 2. 
2. 
Figure 3. 
3. 
Specimen found as float at locality 69-9c, Pierre Shale, 
Bbwl'Tlan County., North Dakota .. 
Hoploscaohites brevis (Meek). 
Left lateral view of UND specimen 133SO, x 1. Specimen 
found as float at locality 69-9c, Pierre Shale, Bowman County, 
North Dakota. 
Placenticeras meeki Boehm. 
Left lateral view of broken internal mold of UND specimen 
13351, approximately x 1/5, Specimen found in place at 
locality 69-8, Pierre Shale, Bowman County, North Dakota. 
I 
PLATE VIII 
APPENDIX 
• 
ERRATA SHEET: 
Corrected localities and accession card numbers (UND Paleontological 
Collection) are supplied herewith. 
APPENDIX 
Collecting localities 
F. D. Holland, Jr. 
James C. Grenda 
M. Jo Klosterman 
31 March 1977 
(Numbers in parenthesis are-University of North Dakota accession number~). 
69-4 West bank of Little Missouri River, S~,NWt sec. 5, T. 129 N., 
R. 106 W., about 20 miles south of Marmarth, Bowman Co., N. Dak. 
(A1231). . 
69-6 East bank of Little Missouri River, NEf; SE! sec. 29, T. 1JO N., 
R. 106 W., 17 miles south of Marmarth, Bowman Co., N. Dak. (A1232). 
69-7 West bank of Little Missouri River, NWf, NEf sec. 32, T, 130 N., 
R. 106 W., aoout 18 miles south of Mannarth, Bowman Co., N, Dak. (A1233). . 
69-8 East bank of Little Miss:Juri River, NEt,NEt sec. 32, T. 130 N., 
R. 106 W. , about 18 miles south of Marmarth, Bowman Co. , N. Dak, 
(A12J4). 
69-9 East bank of Little Beaver Creek, NEt, swt sec. 24, T. 132 N., 
R. 107 W., about 6 miles southwest of Marmarth, Bowman Co., N, Da.k. 
(A1235). 
69-10 Along Little Beaver Creek, swt, Nwt sec. 24, T. 132 N., R. 107 w .• 
5 miles southwest of Marmarth, Bowman Co., N. Dak. (A1236). 
69-11 East bank of Little missouri River, NE!, NWf sec, 4, T, 129 N., 
R. 106 w., about 17 miles south of Marmarth, Bowman Co., N. Dak. 
(A12J7). 
69-12 Creek bottom, NWf, swt sec. 6, T, 129 N., R. 106 W., about 21 miles 
south of Marmarth, Bowman,Co., N. Dak. (A12J8), 
69-13 sivt,swt sec, 32, T. 130 N., R. 106 W., about 19 miles south of 
Marmarth, Bowman Co., N. Dak. (A1239). 
69-15 swf,Nwt sec. 32, T. 130 N., R. 106 W., about 19 miles south of 
Mannarth, Bowman Co., N, Dak. (A1240). 
69-17 sEt,NWt sec. 4, T. 130 N., R. 106 w., ·about 13 miles south of 
Marmarth, Bowman Co., N. Dak. (A1241). 
69-18 NWt,sEt sec. 5, T. 130 N., R. 106 W., about 13 miles south of 
Marmarth, Bowman Co., N. Dak. (A2008). 
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